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LITTLE DOING

CELEBRATION

Ji""r

J&V

Algeciras Conference

United States

AND

AiNA ARE IN COURT MIGRATED

Algcciras, March 17. Neither the
conference nor the committee nut today. Everything baa been
deferred until the French and Germans agree on the remaining details.
Switzerland Not Consulted.
advice
Paris, . MJrrcii.
show that Sriti3r1ai.il had not been
:onsurted ana. flop's not approve of the
Atistro-Gerntftpiaa ot placing a Swiss
commander over the Franco Spanish
police in Morocco.
17.7-Offi- cial

h

13 ABLE

TO

ATONE FOR CRIME.
Paris. March 17. The authorities
have granted a six mcntus' delay in
the case of Elliott F. Shepard, of
.New York, who was sentenced to pay
to serve three
u Indemnity and
months' Imprisonment for running
over and killing a ll'tle girl, while
driving his automobile at St. Quen,
April, last. This la considered a virtual abandonment of the 'Imprisonment part of the sentence, which 'will
ultimately le changed to an additional fee.
TRYING TO DISGRACE
STOESSEL FOR DEFEAT.
St. Petersburg, March 17. The evidence taken in the course of the investigation of the surrender of Port
Arthur by Stoessel. will probably drag
on for six weeks longer, and will
of
heavily damage the reputation
Stoessel, who is now demanding that
General Nogi and other Japanese
commanders be summoned as witnesses to testify to the heroic character of his defense.
NOT FIRE ON
UNARMED COUNTRYMEN.
Moscow, March 17. Captain

WOULD

who refused to order his
company to fire' ou the people "during
the. riots here, last summer, has been
sentenced by a court martial to dismissal from the service and a confinement of eighteen months in the
fortress.
THE CASTELLANES ARE
SUMMONED

INTO COURT.

Ditte.
Paris, March 17. Judge
president of the First Tribunal of
the Seine, has summoned the Count
and Countess de Castellane for the
purpose of seeking a reconciliation
under the wife's last application for
absolute divorce. The countess was
present, with her attorney. Edmond
Kelly. The count's attorney presented a certificate from bis doctor, saying that the count was sick and unThe
able, to be present in court.
hearing was then adjourned for a
fortnight.

WANTED TO COUNT
DEAD

MAN'S VOTE

PEN A BLANC A DITCH ELECTION
CONTEST BRINGS OUT CURIOUS
TESTIMONY.
The taking of testimony in the regular annual contest over tho election
of officers of the Pena Planca irrigation, ditch has just been brought o a
close in Referee Maddison's office. The
contestants were Precillano Ortiz, Alejandro Monies Vigil, Robert Ortiz and
Emlllo de la O, while the defendants
wtre Marcelino Data, Esquipula Baca,.
Ulauteria I.eyba and Feliciauo
The only very interesting feature in the case was the a'tempt of
3 he contestants to accomplish
the resurrection of one Antonio Gurule. In
their sworn complaint they stated that
Iurule, had appeared at the election
and offered to vote for them, and that
his vote had been wickedly and
wrongfully rejected. Gurule has been
lead since August 2., 1905, .and the
fleet Ln was held on October 2, 1Mo5,
nearly two months after his death,
and the contestants failed to show
whether he had come back from alove
or below, to vote for them, and in the
absence of any evidence on this ioint,
it Is probable that the vote of Gurult
- forever kst.
A
the church of IVr.a Blar.ca exists a record of the death of Antonio
Gurule 0:1 fje 2'.M h of August, r.ii'f).
in the book of recoi ls of deaths, pag
Ij;:. signed by P. Camilo Faugmunn.
priest at the time of the demise of
Gurule at Pena liianca.
The evidence in the case is all in.
b.niiig been finished before Referee
.M.icMison yestrday morning, and it
the
1s in re than likely that when
suhimhig up of tile case takes place
bef.ire the regular judge, he will de
dill- upon the moninntoiis qu.stion as
I,) whether a "dead one's" vote can be
leaa'.lv counted or not.
II. '. Itoehl ai.d T. F. Walsh left
;liis attenioon on train No. 2, for the
ast. Mr. Koehl is re'urning to Chi-:u- i
to resume bis work in the
of tin- general purchasing agent
is
rf :lv Su va Y- -. and Mr.at Walsh
his trade.
go!-:to Huff a! 10 work
Mr Walsh Is a machinist, who learned his trade a', the local shops.
ret.i:;:e, This ir.oni-r.- g
I. J. Nusbuui'.i
rrofjonal trio
irom a ii:r.---- i
.Mori-t:ya-

i-

.

-
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Irish and Welsh.
Scranton, Pa., March 17. There is
a double celebration in this city today. The Irishmen of Scranton anil
vicinity are celebrating St. Patrick's
day, while the Welshmen of this district hold their annual Eisteddfod at
U10 North End auditorium.
The double celebration has attracted many
hundreds of visitors from hte surrounding districts and the town presents a festive appearance. The Eisteddfod comprises three events. The
first singing contest, was held this
morning, another one will be held
this
anil the third and final
one in the evening. The great St.
Patrick's day parade will be held this
afternoon and will be under the auspices of the Ancient Order of Hibernians.
societies will
Several
St. Patrick's day banquets in
?ie
the evening.
&f.t-rnoo-

New York's Parade.
New York, March 17. The Irishmen of New York and Brooklyn in
general and the various Irish organizations in particular are observing St.

Patrick's day in the usual manner.
As usual there will le a big parade
under the auspices of the Ancient Order cf Hibernians of New York county and It is expected that It will be
much bigger than for many years. A
big ball will be held in Sulzer's Harlem River park, not in Madison Square
Garden, as the latter will be, the
scene of the Pastime Athletic club
games tonight. There will be no parade, but the St. Patrick society and
many other Irish organizations will
give banquets in honor of the Irish
patron saint.
Dublin Does Her Duty.
17. St.
Dublin. March
Pit rick's
day was observed with more than

ordinary
and enthusiasm today
t.ian for many years and more gen-- t
rally than ever before. There was
the usuil St. Patrick's day parade at
the Dublin castle, which was attended
by the Earl and the Countess of
Ai rdeen.
The viceroyal pair was
received with great enthusiasm. Many
thousands witnessed the ceremony.
;

Parades and Banquets.
I. well. Mass.. Marc a 17. The Irish
organizations of this city will celebrate St. Patrick's day whh a parade
this afternoon, which promises to be
ver held in this city.
the largest
Many prominent Irishmen and invited
quests ui'.l review the marchers from
the grand staud erected for that purpose.
In .the eveniug tti re will be
a number of banque s in honor of the
IrWa patron saint.
Baltimore Holds Banquets.
Baltimore, Mil.. March 17. Tne various local divisions of the Ancient
Order of Hibernians will celebrate St.
I'stiick's day by h iding banquets
There will lie no parade.

'.

Porkcpolis Participates.
o March 17. The I nit
ed Irish societies of this city will
hold a big celebration in h nor of
St. Patrick's day at Central Turner
hall this evening.
Many prominent
s;akers will address tbe meetins.
.

,

Chteajo Live Stock.
17. Cattle reNew York Money Market.
Chicauo. ill.. Marc!.
New York, March 17. Money on
ceipts, :i.i0i; markc-t- . steady:
nominal: no loann: prlmB mer$3.40(17 0.4'): cows and heifers. llXufi' call,
5.40; su.rkeri uuJ fruiter.
t'i.S"? cantile naper. 01 5l2 per cert. Bar
silver, urvr
4.K;.

1
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Pay
THE EASTERN GRINGO AND

AMERICA

J

OKNIA FLEA.

DISASTERS OCCUR

U1VLI

VICE

ThE CALu

PRESIDENT

RED DAY IN SPORT

ON RAILWAY LINES

AMONG THE ATHLETES

Will be Sixty Nine

Tomorrow Farther Particulars of Yes- - Madison Square Garden is
and Eriends Will
terdays Horrible Accident
the Scene of Attract- Celebrate.
in Colorado.
ive Program.

Makers Take Respite
From Labors.

MORE WILL REENTER STATE RACE

;

OVER

TO

TUESDAY DISCRIMINATION

Indianapolis. Ind., March 17. Tae
convention of the United Mine Work
ers of America voted $5.tM)o for the
legal defense or Moyer, Haywood and
Pettibone of the Western Federation
of Miners, who are under Indictment
In Idaho, charged with tho mnrder
of Steunenberg.
v
One Trtonuiand Marched.
The executive board is authorised
to expend additional funds for the defense of the men if more money
shnll be found necessary.
The convention adjourned till Monday,
in
honor of SL Patrick's Day. Nearly
1,000 delegates marched in the parade.
Ryan Resolution Shelved.
It Is reported this afternoon, upon
what seemed very high authority,
that tho report of tho scale committee,- made in the convention, yesterday and adopted, will be regarded
as virtually repealing the Ryan resolution, which will be allowed to
quietly fade Into oblivion, and no efforts will be made to revive it. This
course would permit of each district
signing the wage scale Independent
,
of the others.

I

MR. CLEVELAND
Is

HOLDS AGE DISPATCHER

FELL ASLEEP FAMOUS SPRINTERS

THERE

Peacefully Declining Into the From Overwork and So Failed to Representatives to
Coming Grecian
Psalmist's Extra Limit
Give the Orders Intended
Games Will Take Part
. of Life.
Causing Death.
in Show.

Princeton, N. J., March 17. Former
President tlrover Cleveland will be
S3 years old tomorrow and his friends
are preparing to celebrate the anni-- !
versary of his birth. Mr. Cleveland
enjoys the distinction of being the
only
of the United States
living a: the present day. Although
no longer actively engaged in politics
he is still considered a man of strong
political power and influence, it Is a
remarkable fact that t'aere has been
scarcely a:i important question that
arose since his retirement from the
presidency,
concerning
which ills
Judgment and advice was not sought.
He U probably a greater man now,
at least In a wider sense, than when
he
was
president,
although his
strength lies not In his party affiliations.
Mr. Cleveland has lately
been
brought into prominence through the
reorganization of the Insurance companies after the scandalous exposures
of the investigation.
When the scandal covered officials of the insurance
companies faced the difficult task of
winning back public confidence, they
saw tha.: It could only be done
in charge same man who had
the absolute confidence of the American public. In that crisis they turned
to Grover Cleveland
ud finally succeeded in Inducing him to become the
head cf the Equitable board of trustees, to bring a new regime into the
company that the Hydes and Alexanders had discredited.
Mr. Cleveland is still bale and
sound. He is a believer In the preserving influence of outdoor exercise
and there Is no man more devoted to
fishing and hunting than he. His!
aspirations in that line do not run
toward big game. He is satisfied with
smaller game and enjoys ,lt immensely
to spend his leisure time in the.wot.xls
or along the streams, bulling and

Pueblo, Colo., March 17 While the
exact number of lives lost in ..the
Adobe, wreck liear" Florence ou the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, will
never be known,, it will undoubtedly
take rank among the great disasters
in the history of rallroadtng.
In other
wrecks there have been greater loss
of life, but none have been By productive of horrors. There was not a
single entire body removed from the
wreckage, witn the exception of the
cn?iuenien, who. although horribly
mangled, were not reaqhed by the
flames. Bits of charred flesh and
piles of lones were all that Indicates
the holocaust, but the bits cf boues
were picked up, and from these it is
estimated that no less than thirty-siperished. Seventeen charred and
mangled and utterly itnrecognizable
bodies lie in the Pueblo morgue, two
in the Florence morgue, several others are known to havo perished, and
possibly u score were burned to
ashes.
All the injured, it is said, will probably recover.
Patrick Murphy, the
Florence cil well driller, was prominent in the work of rescue. After
escaping from the burning car and
dragging two others to safety, he
dashed back in search of other unfortunates.
S. T. Lively, the operator,, whose
failure to deliver the train orders to
the westbound train which resulted
in the disaster, has been acting
at
Swallow's station about ten days, although he Is said to be an experienced niHn. It is alleged that Lively
had worked excessively for several!
days and had been deprived of his
natural sleep. It is claimed by the
railroad Uiat the operator assumed a
longer shift on the night work than
had usually been required of him, for
flsuing.
reasons known only to himself. lively
has rot yet been arrested. His exOARSMEN MET TODAY
planation of the failure to deliver the
IN NEW YORK CITY. orders Is simply:
"I
was asleep.
New York, March 17. The annual That's all."
spring nieetinj of the executive committee of tb.e National Association of FIVE ARE INJURED.
BUT NONE KILLED.
Amateur Oarsmen will be held &t the
I4 uij.'ille. Ky.,
March 17. Train
New York Athletic club ihis evening.
The main object of the meeting is to No ti, ou the Monoii rotite, which left
fix the time am) place for the annual here for Chicago tins morning, was
e
Bend today.
regatta during tae coming summer. derailed at
Five passengers
Ir is expected that there will be sevw:e Injured, but
eral contestan's In the fitld, hut the none were killed.
general opinion is that the committee
will locate ihe resat'a either on the COUNT WITTE DtPLORES
ATROCIT'ES AGAINST JEWS,
Connecticut, river a Springfield, or
"hicago, I!!.. M. rib
17. Adolf
on Lake Quinsisamond, Near Worceswill
Philadelphia
ter, Mass.
be KrauB of thio fitj. president of the
anions the bidders, but i seems to executive ce;viiiiittee ..f the Independhave little show ta;. year. Another ent Order of Mnii U'rith, received
decision, it is expected, will lie reach-ti- l the following cablegram from Count
"Adolf Kraus. Chicago. I
a: this meeting, as to whether cr WiUe:
not all races in the future shall be am sure you have i.u doubt I cannot
rowed over a straightaway roursu. P approve of violence 'Ino toutter against
rfirected
if deplorable
is considered more ban a mere prob- whom
i .cn p'ac
were
ability that the comu:itee w'll adopt nents which haw
V.iti may be
tile t' raigl.taw ay Idea as it is held to the result of riots,
that the g
will us-- than a sured
be much more
t
prevent
ion all possible m.asi.'
course which involves tee
aguins pea
inhabitants.
of a urn.
without rejjurd 11 a 11' na'ioiulity
( religion)
'
NATIONAL EXHIBITION
"(Signed!
Ciil NT WITTE."
OPFNS IN CHICAGO.
17. The na. MANUEL GARCIA WAS 101
Chicago, III, Mar.-YEARS OF AGE TODAY.
tional Ilusin ss show at tne Coliseum
Lond-n- ,
Tne cvl.ibii of
Manuel Gurcia.
will open tonUh'.
March '
.
well known ;t
offire furniture, sppiirtertattces.
of singing
things of tile ("niversity o London and in-teins. accessories ai:d ot.-ope. who made
enior or the laiyt'-- t
eita:ning I ) e!Bce equipments is
cen'ii"'e and Interesting, hi professional cv u eighty years
o. lului ag at the old Pari- '
.ter. New Yori;.
particularly in the
is celebrating hU !" - birthday
saving devices.
He is still enj !!:. etntrkably iota.
good
Coiper.
and
health.
and many high
Laa
Kin K.iu ..
p- -r
17.
and
.
March
"I'
Ne
officials
Yor.
sciuntiflc soC'
and meim-2.
'.cjil. ou.e. .ai ui.i
civ ie.,
.4.'a!u!uiioUS
tbi i:

New York. March 17. Thn rhim
pionsuip games under the auspices of
uie rascime Atniettc club, whlcb will
be held at Madison Square Garden
this evening, give every promise of be
ing among me most interesting and
Important athletic events of the season.
The program for the event is
unusually attractive and tho entries
far above the average. Several of
the large o: lieges of the east will be
represented by teams in Hie relay
racs and by individual contestants In
the field events. Some of the most
famous snrintern ami runners from
all parts of the country will compete
lor the vaiuaide prizes. One of the
features of the games will be the
special events taken from the pro
gram of the Olympic
games. The
American athletes selected to represent the United States at the olyniplc
games In Greece during the coming
s as. n will compete In the
raceo,
wh ich will be something of a preliminary try-oufor them. One of
race
the events will be a
high
for
school boys.
.

x

one-mil-

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
Chicago. March 17. Closing prices
on provisions today:
May,
Wheat
July, 78&c.
Corn May. 3i043!i.c:: July. 44 Vc.
Oats May, '.".tc; July, 28

78c;

2S;c.

Kits

Closing Stock Quotations.
New York, March 17. Following
were cl sing quotations for today on

the exchange:

Atchison, com
Atchison, pfd
New York Central

221
It-

--

Hti

Pennsylvania

137
65
152
t5y2
106
40
105 Ta

I.', ri. S.. pfd

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mo., March 17. Cat- tbreceipts, ,000 ; market, steady;
native steers, $4.25ft 7.00; southern
no
.1.10;
cows,
southern
steers,
$2.2''fi 4 ou; native cows and heifers.
;
stockers and feeders,
$2.2'ir.2.
calves.
$2.7.14.f.'i; bulli. $.t.oti.i4.1-Vt;.7.1:
western steers, $3.7u?f
I I.iiiili
cows,
$2.7&4.!0.
".i": western fed
Sleep receipts, none; market, un4.90;
Iambs.
changed; sheep. ILOO'ii
range wethers, $3.4ofj-Coil$1..1u''ii ti. HI
1

;

fed ewes. $

4.

IfI

2.

5.3.1.

Rev. Peters Will Not Back Down.
York, .March 17. Rev. C.
l'e'ers has stirred up a hornet's
N--

t

the assertion that

by

a

number

of ladies demolished a number of

le

of

iiii-ii-

-

i

'

bot-

champagne at a siting, and
that the drinking habit is common
among women in the higher walks of
society, and that l.idies could be seen
;a the dining rooms of hotel quaffing
their toddy on e'ual terms umoijg
The ladies have denied Dr.
st leim n' in the papers, and
;t,e have had htm before Din' of their
and tried to get iiitn to retract I. is
Hut in- s uck 10 his gcjs. and when
zue. he said he
tiiev said 1'
co.i'i.i
lie can. It
rove i'
of
is pure cheek for ti e ladies to attempt
nt. L u only
to discredit he
le for olle
s, ,ut a u!ilit t oonelllipiissl'.
only viniled the
"
to fail to
ii!.ii:n rooii..-- . The women of New
York are ij. corning drinker to a
tles

'

'

'.

Sunt hern Pacific
I'uioii Pacific, coin
I'nlon Pacific, pfd
Copper
('. S. S., com

t

-

May. $16.02ti; July, $l.V97Vi.
May. I7.97V4; July, IS.10.
May, $8 50; July, $8.52

Pork
Laid

vati-favto-

r

CONSPIRACY

CHARGED

ON

US

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washlngion, D. C, March 17. It is
certain that Arizona and New Mexico will
the statehood bill.
The fighting Is over the Foraker
amendment. Either tho house r th
senate must yield or there will oe no
statehood legislation.
,
The appropriations- proposed for the
two- territories of New
Mexico And.
Arizona are:
Legislative, executive and Judicial
Officials ot Arizona, $20,300; of New
Mexico, $23,300; governors of each.
$1,000 contingent; legislature of each,
$24,250; surveyor general of Arizona,"
$10,000;
of New Mexico, $13,000;
mine Inspector, $2,000 In each.
re-ent-

-

SINGAPORE DISCRIMINATES
AGAINST OUR COMMERCE.
Washington,
D.
C. March 17.
Steamship
discrimination
against
American shipping is reported from
Singapore by Consul Genoral Wilbur,
who advises that a combination has
been'- effected between
the Barber
line and seme Standard OH steamers,
all of which are under the British
flag, and the Hamburg-Americaline.
This move is to aid English and German dealers in East Indian products,
to regain control of the business
which they have been losing.
-

n

OFFICIALS WONT STICK.
Caldwell, Idaho. March 17. The
sensational allegations made against
A, B. Moss, foreman of the grand Jury
which Indicted Moyer, Haywood and
Pettibone, were not sustained when
the testimony In the matter was taken
today before Judge Smith. Moss tes
tified that he had talked with no one
about the case outside of the Jury
room, and he further testified that
he had never expressed any opinion
as to the guilt or innocence cf the accused men. The affidavits of Governor Gooding ' and Attorney J. H.
Hawley, denying that they had any
conversation' with Foreman Moss in
regard to the cvldoncff 1ir
enlierg murder case, were also intro
duced. The motion of the defense to
iiuat,h the indictments was dented.
The questions raised by the defense
on demurrer were argued at length,
and taken under advisement by the
Judge until Tuesday, as was the question of admitting tbe defendants to
tne-iteu-

AGAINST

n-

bail.

LOW WAVER RATES

AT DEMING
CHARGED
RATES
BY
WATER
COMPANY OF THAT TOWN ARE
THAN
AT
LOWER
OTHER

PLACES.

BOY RUN DOWN AND

SERIOUSLY INJURED
BY

MAN

.DRIVES AWAY
OFFERING ASSISTTO ' YOUNG
JOE
WHO

WITHOUT
ANCE

COS-GROV- E.

Joe Cosgrove, a messenger boy In
efthe Postal Telegraph
company, was run down and- - seriously injured shortly before 11 o'clock
e,
this morning, Just south of the
by two men in a light spring;
wagon.
The boy, who was riding a bicycle,
claims that the driver of the wagon
crowded him Into the curbing, and
that In attempting to get out of the
way of the horse, which was being;
driven at a rather fast paco, he was
knocked down, tho wheels of the
wagon passing, over hla left arm and

the enrnloy

iost-offlc-

leg.

Several peoplo who witnessed the
accl lent, ran to the assistance of the
boy. They state that the driver of
the wagon, upon knocking the boy
stopped the horse. Jumped
down,
out of the wagon, approached the ly,
took a look at him, then entered his
wagon ugaln, and rapidly drove off.
growing very indignant when remon- strated with for his reckless driving,
and Inviting tho man who reproached
him for not assitlng the boy, to gi
to a warmer climate.
Others carried Cosgrove into Vann'8
drug store, where a doctor was
who dressed the boy's wounds
and culled n carriage, taking the little fallow home.
This afternoon
young Cosgrovo was about again, with
his arm in a sling, and a decided
limp in his left leg, not much the
worse for his narrow escape from
serious Injury.
The practice of ranid and reckless
driving Indulged in by suine drivers
of delivery and other wagons in the
city should be discouraged, as it Is a
menace to the safety of pedestrians
and many narrow escapes from being
run down on street crossings, especial!;.', have been renorted before.

company
those at
other places, says the Headlight.
They have an unlimited supply of pure
soft water. Their mains circle the
town, and all laterals are connected
at each end with he mains, giving a
complete and continuous circulation
no possible stagnation, no standing
stagnant water in old decayed and
mosquito-breedin- g
tanks, but a pure,
clean and healthy flow at all times.
No poisonous gasses emitted from defective sinks and
and the
best of all Is thut the rates are so
reasonable that everyone can afford
to throw away his old windmill and
take pure, fresh, soft water from the
company, for In nine caBes out of ten
it will cost the consumer less than It
will to keep up his windmill, even if
It should be given to him.
But in order for the company to
maintain this low flat rate, It must
have a liberal patronage by our peo
ple. Tin money spent In construcSAYS IT
tion by the company and the adver HUBBEL
company
tising the
has given the
WILL BE STATEHOOD
town Is already worth more than the
year.
cost
f water rental
for one
ARE TIRED OF
These rates will be open to applicants LEGISLATORS
uays
onlv.
for a few
THE QUESTION AND WILL PASS
IT TO GET RID OF IT.
DID SUNDERLAND
COMMIT SUICIDE?
J. I.. Hubbell, the Ganado, Ariz., In- Ktlwin
Sunderland, a well known jdlan
trader, who weut to Washington,
contractor and dniiocritic politician, 1j.
C, a few weeks ago, as a member
died ut his home In Phoenix, Ariz.,
of au Arizona joint statehood delega
Thursday morning very suddenly, ap tion,
arrived in
last
vi.1.1- -, wsrki: f.Ti;:
Whether
took strychnine on West Copper avenue.
.........
Mr Ilu,)ell l8 Bauguitle evtm
yet
no clear but the.v s a suspicion ot ()f (ht,
ultimate pa88use of the Um.
uv,.:,
'"'- Htou Joint statehood bill.
siya
lust words were that he had taken ,ha, ,he n((ua( has refu8e,, t()Heconrur
no.hing but quinine. Hearing out bis n ,he ,,,
1(
ulllflBlire,, form ,n
statement, there was found a small whl,.,, it caim, ,,ack ,rom tni. senate.
was
druggists envelope, ou which
,ht w 3Py a in or aU (jt
written the word "quinine."
meaning that it will be statehood for
no
is
There
doubt but that death an f(lr territories or none
was produced by strychnine poison
"Those senators are tired of listening.
it
was taken by Sun- - iK to statehood
Whether
delegations, and
derlund accidentally or with a full
going to do something. They
Is
a matter have been lathered to death bv com-tention of ending bis life.
theorizing.
mit.tees from lth sides of the ques- The coroner's Jury, alter investigate tion. They know us by our hats and
ing the ease, did not feel justim-In they run around the corners, when
returning a verdict of suicide ncr of we come In sight."
merely!
death by ua'ural causes. It
Mr. Hubbell complimented Mr.
in Its verdict that dea'h was erblge very highly. Ho Bays that tho
duo to convulsions, noi even going so senator Horn tiidiuna is a cmnged
far as to state that deatii was due to man from what be was at the time of
strychnine poisoning.
his visit to New Mexico, three years
ago, and he believes tbut he is sincere in the work he is doing now.
NOTED ANARCHIST
DIES IN CINCINNATI.
Cincinnati, O.. March 17. Heir JOHN ALEXANDER DOWIE
.loliann Most, the anarchist, died in
HEADED FOR MEXICO'.
this ei'y. today, of erysipelas.
Kingston, Jamaica.
17.
March
Must was Iti the city on a visit to John Alexander ikjwie. of Zion City.
a friend. He was l. deliver a lec
111.,
left Port Antonio last night for
ture in Chicago, on WeJuesday, but Mexico, by way of Sunilauo, Cubiu
on account of an attack of srysipelas, , He has almost recovered from his at-cancelled tile vugugeuieut.
jtaek of paralysis.
The Deming City Water
Is making rates far below

sum-tMon-

ProvisioriL.

Hor.-e-bo-

vlo-ab-

Capital-La- w

Charges cf Conspiracy Are Appropriations For Separate
Denied by the Idaho
Governments of the
Officials. .
Two Territories.
CASE GOES

Both

.

,Mcmwkr

$

LANDS

Boston Has Two.
17. Today
Boston. Mass., March
was a great day for the Irish as well
as for the American patriots In this
city. The Irishmen are celebrating
St. Patrick's day while the American
patriots are celebrating the 1.10th anniversary of the evacuation of Boston
by the British troops. The Irish organizations of this city will hold 0
parade as in former years and It Is expected that there will be at least
men In line en this occasion. In
the evening there will be a large
number of banquets and patriotic
meetings. There were special services
in all Roman Catholic churches this
morning.
In honor of Evacuation day many
of the patriotic organizations of the
city held meetings In the morning and
In the afternoon they will visit points
There
of special historic interest.
will be a parade In the afternoon. In
which military organizations and various veteran and patriotic societies
will take part. In the evening many
societies will have banquets and me
morial meetings In honor of Evacuation day.

Clnciniu-M-

Fed-

eration of Miners.

Loudon. March 17. Never before
was Si. Patrick's day celebrated as
generally in this city as today. The
Irish flag was displayed on many public buildings and clubs. Special services were held In all Catholic churches
in the morning and every Irishman
as well as many who are not natives
of Erin, wore shamrocks in their buttonholes. As usual the Irlsli troops in
the various garrisons were given a
day's leave. Queen Alexandra, following the precedent established
by
Queen Victoria and observed by her
ever since she became queen, sent a
quantity of shamrocks to the Irish
guards on duty at the tower. hTe
shamrocks were distributed among the
men at parade this morning.

.
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of the Western

Greatly in Evidence Wherever
the Sons of Erin Have
Left Home and

Patriotism.
30X1
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Montezuma Tftist Co.
NEV

ALBUQUERQUE,
Hero

Ge; tlie same prompt service, high qualities and
low prices here. Send
your child here for drugs,
medicines or anything In
our line, and It will receive the same prompt
courteous attention that
is
extended to every
patron of this store.

One cent per word, each

you'll find

looking

In- -

Make your wanta
known ttirougn
these columns.

sertlon.

what you've been
MINIMUM

for.

CHARGE,

15c.
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Capital and Surplus

MEXICO

$100,000

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

PERSONAL.
WANTED.
Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
Louisville, Ky., March 17. Between
Typewriting and steno- ATTRACTIVE young widow", very
WANTED
wealthy,
lonesome,
but
wishes
1o
S.'mmi and ln.nno bowling enthusiasts
The
graphic work. Miss Blackall.
Turn Evbhibo Crniin will b datiwrf hi th
correspond with some nice gentleAlvarndo.
attr at Oia low rat of 20 Hull pt mfk. or for 60 from all aris of the United States
man. Object, matrimony. Address,
are assembled in this city at present
A competent
woman for
WANTED
aula Bar month, whwi pa"! monthly,
Box 9S. Harvev. 111.
or two
for
next
ten
days
Apply immeand
the
general
housework.
AdTwtlilDg Ritci Made Inown on Application
weeks Louisville will practically be
diately a' .118 Keleher avenue.
Co
WANTED
aanfor a favor by nntifyln oa owned and run by the bowlers, who
Car load of good, gentle,
kaWrOm will
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
r,
have congregated here to attend the
NmiwI wtaly on any pon-- d liyory of tho jmyrr.
native ponies. See F. E.
On
Organs, Horses
Furniture,
Pianos.
bowling tournament in the
black-smlt- h
to greatest
aVH lottrra and ramittanraa ahoald b addrrwrd
T.
J. Shinick's
at
wagons and other Chattels; also on
Taa CmxcN Pi uukhinq ConMitr. Draft, history of this country. The American
shop. Copper avenue.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSES RE
aftaeka. poatfflec and aprwa money ordr
Howling
is
as
Congress,
event
this
second-banWANTED
Gentlemen's
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
aaaat ka mada payaM to tor order of the
officially named, begins today and
aanpany.
clothing. No. 515 South First street, as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
owing to the unprecedentedly large
Props. ALVARADO PHARMACY
One
Time:
south of viaduct. Send address and and strictly private.
great
bowlthe
for
entries
of
;
number
I
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. month to one year given. Goods reColorado
Automatic 183
First St. and Gold Ave.
ing contest, will probably last about
V WANTED Position as housekeeper main in your possession.
Our rates
fourteen days.
Both Phones
for gentleman by German woman. are reasonable. Call and see us beNever before in the history of
City or ranch. Address Emma Wels fore borrowing.
bowling in the United States has there
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Albuquerque.
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
been so much enthusiastic interest In
Steamship tickets to and from all
NOTICE
By Chicago wholesale
WANTED
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
a national bowling tournament as In
parts
of the world.
and mail order house, assistant
the case of the present event. The
S and 4, Grant Bldg.
Rooms
manager (man or woman) for this
list of prizes is far greater than ever
Notice Is hereby given that an elec31b West Railroad Ave.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
county and adjoining territory. Saland aggregates over $20,000. This tion will be held in the City of AlbuPRIVATE OFFICES.
weekly;
expenses,
ary,
paid
$20
and
means
between
prize
that
monster
list
querque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
Evenings.
Open
Expense money advanced. Work
"Have you begun to save up for 300 and 3f0 teams, composed of five April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
J. JOHNSON, Asst. CR'iUr; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, SoloNo
pleasant; position permanent.
next Rummer's vacation?
men ach, will take part in the
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
FINE RANCH
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
required.
experience
or
singles
investment
Began
ago."
while the doubles and
a month
"Sure.
said day, at the following polling
One mile from Postoffice.
Spart time valuable. Write at once
"How much have you got together?' will be In proportion. 1 here is scarce places;
for full particulars and enclose
"Three railroad guides, two steam ly a large city In the country that is
First WardCity Hall.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
envelope. Superintend14 ACRES
Second Word At office of Chas.
ship bosks and five hotel advertise not represented by at least one team
111.
Chicago,
street,
132
ent,
of
large
Lake
&
ALFALFA
Ty accommodate the
Co., on Gold avenue.
Chadwick
number
ments.
LARGE ORCHARD
Third Ward At office of E. H.
contestants sixteen entirely new alleys
WANTED.
MALE
HELP
on
Dunbar,
South Third street.
HOUSE
MOST ANYTHING ICE EDITION
have been constructed In the Armory
Foutth Ward Near corner of Cop WANTED Men in eacn state to
building, where the tournament will
The hottest thing ver printed.
per
avenue
and Third street.
travel, post signs, advertise and
take place.
house on North
Also
At which said election the qualified
The cowboys have been playing
Large as the Milwaukee tournament
leave samples of our goods. Salary Fifth street, three blocks from Railjokes on Elihu Root, Jr., who left col last year was, the present tournament electors of the said City of Albuquer$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for road avenue. This must go.
lege for a ranch In order to regain his surpasses it in every respect, in the que, New Mexico, residing within the
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
city,
a
cowboy
snail choose
health. What'a a
J:ke to
number of teams as well as in the limits of the said
Atlas block, Chicago.
following
the
officers:
man who has been 'hazed?
PORTERFIELD CO.,
amount of prizes. Entries from points
FOR RENT.
One Mayor For a term of two
"I'm happy in the thought that no as far west as San Francisco have
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
RJSNt-FinelFO-furnished rooms,
Officers and Directors.
woman ever, will be able to run my been made and the east will be un- years;
One
820
Modern
City
two
term
street.
of
Third
a
at
Clerk
South
For
son," said the proud mother.
usually well represented. New York, years ;
JOSHUA S. REYNOLDS
...
work and coaveyanclng.
Notarial
President
conveniences.
M. W. FLOURNOT
.,
"He's very independent, is he?"
which did not take part In any naPresident
vice
of
City
One
a
term
For
Treasurer
"Not so very; but he's too lazy to tional tournament since 1902, will be
FRANK McKEB
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath,
Cashier
years.
two
R. A. FROST
be run."
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
renrcsented bv about fifteen teams.
Assistant Cashier
Two
City
Council
Members
of
the
..,
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Gunsul.
The largest delegation is from Chi
Director
en
Emperor William is building a cago, which has entered not less than from the First Ward One for a term
Hotel,
years and one for a terra of FOR RENT Gold Avenue
four
of
No country forty-fivyacht. Sign of peace.
club teams. Louisville comes two years, to fill out an unexpired
completely furnished.
John M.
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
MVSffiS"'is rich enough to support its king's next with twenty-fivteams; Phila term.
Moore Realty Co.
yacht and a war at th same time.
. o
-delphia and Detroit with fifteen each;
, w.r.
Authorized Capital
One Member of the City Council FOR RENT Sunny furnished front
$500,000.O
Milwaukee with only seven; Peoria from the Second Ward For a terra
Electric
room. 103 West Fruit.
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.(10
.
by
'
en
represented
are
also
Huffalo
and
lights and bath.
of Jtour years;
OV.V
seven teams each.
Besides these
one Member of the City Council FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms to
2m
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
rr old
there are scores of cities and towns from the Third ward For a term of
om 2
E.
light housekeeping.
Mrs. H.
to
sent
five
tj
from
one
which
have
years.
"
four
Boadway.
517
o
Rutherford,
South
A
teams. Among them are Pittsburg,
One Member of the City Council
fMTkC
FOR SALE.
Denver, St. Paul, Washington, D. C, from the Fourth Ward For a term of
Chattanooga, Minneapolis, Newarn four years.
FOR SALE One saddle mure, cheap,
m
Orleans,
Memphis, Nashville, New
One Member of the Board of Edu
J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
z
Atlanta, Little Rock. Mobile, Mont cation from the First Ward For a
street.
H
o
gomery. Birmingham, Jacksonville, term of four years;
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada
two Members of the Board lof Edu
Savannah, Seattle, Omaha, Toronto,
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Galveston and many other cities in cation from the Second Ward One
Broadway.
for a term of four years, and one for a FOR SALE Furniture of a
all sections of the country.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
The' arrangements for the tourna term of two years, to fill out an unhouse: nlso chicken house. 228
of
New Mexico
ment are ns complete and perfect as expired term.
street.
North Walter
One Member of Ihe Board of Edu SELL, RENT OR TRADE List your
they could be made under the clrcum
DENTISTS.
stances and great credit Is due to the cation frem the Third Ward For a
Capital Paid in
$100,000 00
property with T. L. Mcspaaaen, jou
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
management of the local league. For terr.i of four years;
Surplus and Profits
17,000 00
Broadway.
South
Surgeon.
One Member of the Bonrd of Edu
Dental
the first time in national tournaments
A drug store in good llT
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
bowlers will be allowed to roll three cation from the Fourth Ward For a FOR SALE
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpnd the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
events In two days, thereby entailing tern of four years;
A WIFE BEATER.
r
den, 3ii0 South Bmadwny.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
a detention from business of oniy
3no
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busi mail.
"Fierce luck," said the manager of three days for players within
O. N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR,
Vice President; J. B.
ness for city property. T. L. McNOTICE
the stock company. "Ming Rantlng-to- miles. The plan this year is to have
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
Spadden. 300 South Bropdway.
and her husband have sett leu a man roll his teom games at night,
30S
No.
Office
Railroad avenue.
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
Notice is hereby given that nn elec FOR SALE Cheap, FairDanks & hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
their troubles and she's gone back to his doubles! the following morning
enA
will
tiou
City
in
the
be
of
gasoline
power
held
The
Morse
him."
singles
in
p.
the
afternoon.
6
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.
p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
m. to
and his
gine, suitable for small pumping polntments made by mail.
"Oh, she always was a great wom- firs! balls will be rolled at 9 o'clock buquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
every morning and the last before 11 April 3, 1900, between the hours of 9
an for revivals."
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF 0
PHYSICIANS.
o'clock at. night. This will save the o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
6
"How did your husband like your complaints that were registered in said day, at the following polling
300
L.
bargain.
McSpadden,
T.
at a
M. D.
L.
MAHAFFEY,
A.
plnees:
new spring bonnet?"
long
Broadway.
after
rolling
South
the past against
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
First Ward City Hall.
"He liked It Immensely."
midnight.
FOR SALE A hauosome Harduiau
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Second
Chas.
At
office
Ward
of
'"Did he enthuse over it?"
ideal
nn
piano,
In
The new armory building Is
fine
almost
and
condition
Vann's drug store. Automatic
A
"No, he never said a word didn't place for holding such a tournament. Chadwick Ai Co., on Gold avenue.
new, at a bargain.
For particu
U "OLD RELIABLE"
telephone. 410.
ESTABLISHED U7I
Third Ward At. office of E.
even ask what it cost."
office.
call
at
lars,
this
The building Is large enough to uc
ou
South
street.
Third
R.
L. HUST,
DR.
enormous
crowds
the
commodate
rancu
FOR
$25,000
SALE
bar
a
at
A GOOD SENDOFF FOR WILLARD.
Near corner of Copwhich will throng the hall all day perFourth Ward
gain; will take small property in
The little god of love has settled throughout
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
tivenue and Third street.
the
tournament
and
the
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
the fate of two hearts and in the here- accommodations are excellent. The At which election the question of
Tuberculosis treated with
303
McSpadden,
L.
F.
with
talk
after those two hearts shall beat as alleys are in the verv best condition authorizing the issuance of Three
Electrical Current and GerSouth Rrnadwav
Hundred Thousand ($;to0,oU0) Dollars
one. We refer to our genial friend
micide. Treatments given each day
will lie offered to of bonds
facility
every
and
snap,
A
FOR
SALE
lor $n;o0;
of said City of Albuquerque,
Mr. Willard Hyde, who stole a march
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. nr. Trained nurse
the contestants in the great tourna New Mexico, to purchase and extend
nousB ,111 corner lot. ,ixmo. seven In attendance.
upon his many friends and hied
Both 'phones.
f
Grain
the
hall
large
of
drill
The
ment.
city
sidewalk;
feet of cement
to GibBons siation where Die armory where the alleys are laid, is thu vaier works now owned by the
SHADRACH,
G.
DR.
W.
once,
Water Sipply company of said city,
water. .Must ue sow at
in
threw off single blessedness and put
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocerlea
for the purpose. will be submitted to the qualified
quire T24 East Coal avenue.
oa the double harness of matrimony. admirably adapted
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
In the Southwest.
so large tnat tne electors of said city, who are the
is
floorsiiace
The
The happy bride was Miss Eva Car- alleys only occupy about one eighth
Throat,
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE For
and
owners of real or personal property,
furnter. They will be home In their large or
new
property,
Santa
coas
Aurlst
for
a
Occulist
effv
and
Fe
or
ranch
the space. The hall offers seating Mihject to taxation, within the City
and commodious house which Mr. accommodations
ished rooming house. Best location lines. Office, 31314
West Railroad
AND
WAGONS
for more than IO.imki of Albuquerque.
Hyde owned previous to his marriage. persons.
in the city. Address F. J., tl'fts of avenue.
Mayor.
FRANK McKEE.
ttce.
9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
A very fine reception was given them
Hour:
RAILI SAD AVENUE
The tournament begins today and,
ALBuyiucua, is. m. n
p. n
by Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Armstrong, at
FOR SALE A good general merchan
NOTICE
honor of St. Patrick's day Irish
which the choicest viands and all the in
dise and grocery business, with meat
DRS. W. H. 61 J. D. NUSBAUM,
are given the precedence. The
delicacies obtainable were served in teams
market included, and buildings for
itself formed the center oi inter
Notice is hereby given that an
a manner characteristic of the hos- ha'.l
M.
300
Dragoie,
reut.
Inquire,
Physicians and Surgeons,
all day and thousand visited the election will be held in the City of
sOs0 C
tess. Willard, may pace, plenty and est
North Broadway.
Office over Hickox & Maynard's Jewduring the Albuquerque. New Mexico, on Tues
prosperity be ever thine Harnesville scene of the tournament
elry Store. Second street.
0
forenoon. Even a larger attendance day. April 3rd, lttoti. between the FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar
tO.- - Enterprise.
red Plvmouth Rock eggs, for hatch
is expected in tlie aftern ion and even hours of y o'clock a. m. and ti o'clock
UNDERTAKER.
z
ing: 7"i cents per retting. Ed. Mc
p. m., of saTVl day, at the following
Ltttar Memd
m
THE TWO SNAKES THAT WAITED. lug.
M.
Auto,
115.
N.
316.
Colo.
Albuquerque.
'phone
Red
Guile.
voting
places:
Dining
tlie week of the tournuineui.
Envelop
Madison, Va., March 17. Your cor
0
A.
BORDERS,
r
double-baCity
Hall.
First
Ward
AmerA
FOR
league
SALE
of
a
respondent has submitted to a number tlie National Howlers'
Note Head
City Undertaker.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
reled,
sbotgun; bran new
of local naturalists the Gloversville ica will bold its annual meeting here Chadwick
Program
Building.
Club
Commercial
Black
Ai
avenue.
Co.,
on
Gold
one
of
among
th
never
the bowlers
has been used:
story aiiout the intelligent snake that ami the politicians
and white hearse, $5.
Third Ward At office of E. II.
Invitation
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
0
churned Ihe cream and ate the butter, aie already pulling the wires in the Dunbar,
on
street.
South
Third
flee
for particulars.
Catalogue
of their candidates and cities
and takes pleasure in slating
LAWYERS.
thai interest
Copof
corner
Fourth
Ward
Near
0
FOU SALE The. oldest and best esthey announce the st ;ry is not ai all it is generally believed that Charles per avenue
Blank Booh
and Third street.
II. Ebhetts of Brooklyn will be the
ice
S. Rodey.
candy
kitchen
and
Bernard
tablished
improbable.
Receipt Booh
At which said electiou the question
iATTORNEY-ATLAW- .
It is conAlbuquerue
ice cream parlo.- in Albuquerque.
don't dnubi it, miIi," next national president.
"The rear on
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
0
Second st.rect, N. M. Prompt attention given to all
211 South
Call
at
said Hen Beaton, who collided rat- sidered practically settled thai
will be held in Thousand $30,000) Dollars of bonds
business pertaining to the profession
and investigate.
tlers for Itanium's circus in 1S7St, "is i liiladclphia. next yearChicago
New
City
of
Albuquerque,
of
the
said
v
Will practice in all courts of the terribowlcis Mexico,
The
In other word
that I knew two snakes that showed
to erect and build a city FOU SALE OR TRAuK 2 .ionrooming tory and before the United State
h
e
Room
i i haw any aspirations
lo
seem
not
wo
McSpadden,
South
turn
L.
intelligence.
houses.
of
same
ordah
had
out
T.
the
building, will be submitted to the
0
ovary thing a
land office.
Broadway.
a hen that was a great layer, but one concerning the presidency but it is qualified electors of suld city, who
printer
know
yoiTin-tereste- d
M.
ira
Bona.
spring she seemed to go stale not an uii.li rstoi (I tiiai they are quietly lay- are the owners of real or personal
TRADE Are
.
ATTORNEV-AT-LAWhow to do .
32 F street
egg from her.
began to take notice ing their plans to secure the tourna- property, subject to taxation, within
I have some
in mines?
It Is he
In
U
IttoK.
ment
hebl
be
0
t
find out what was the trouble. She
New
said t0 be good deals. Talk with N. W.. Washington, D. C. Pensions,
the
Albuquerque,
said
City
of
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadcackled a!l right once a day, but nary lieved ilia' they will tiinl many smji .Mexico.
letter patents, trade marksclaims.
way.
an egg. I wa'ehed and at last I found porters of their claims.
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
OIC
there was athat hid in the LAS VEGAS TO TRY THE
R. W. D. Bryan.
STRAYED.
grass not fan from her nest. It would
ATTORNEY-ATLAW- .
Albuquer
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
DRY FARMING PLAN.
STliAVKD OR STOLEN Three-yearwait until the hen cackled, then sneak
que. N. M. Office, First National
The Commercial tiuli of Las Vega-ha- s
Id heifer;
black;
on
white
spot
up and steal ihe egg.
Bank building
VE PILL
taken up the matter of dry farm
Finder, or anyone
NOTARY PUBLIC.
13.
"Then there was another snake that ing by the Campbell system, ami will
E. W. Dobson.
leading
re
to
information
would wait around the cowsheds until give It a thorough, test.
PRESCRIPTIONS
LAW. Office Crcm
RIGHT
ATTORNEY-Aare
There
K. D. Maddison,
will
Thos.
liberal
coven
receive
Animal
of
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
the milking was finished. When it hundreds of thousands of acres of Office with W. B. Chllders, 117
rewaid.
Address J. 11. Bush, Box well block. Albuquerque, N. M.
heard nie close the shed door it would rich lnes-- j lauds in this vicinity, where Gold avenue.
4V Albuquerque.
LAND MATTERS.
crawl through a hole in the shed and the rainfall is fourteen inches a year
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"f the Empire styles are having their

effect upon blouses and there is one
called the Empire blouse; it Is quite
a novelty, built upon the 1906 lines
but has the comfort and charming
rffects or the 1906 modes. In the first
place, It. Is a popular idea to make
the Empire blouse of the same material as the dress, elaborately decorated. In that case, with some contrasting fabric or handsome trimming;
Jmt as it will be quite the mode to
'have one more extra blouse to wear
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STYLES FOR SPRING FROM DRESSY PARIS
Allover Droderie Anglaise plays an
important pari in a sheer linen waist
that is charming for dress occasions.
The linen used in this waist is" the
fine handkerchief, Uiough the sleeves.
yoke and plastr.n is of the embroi-- .
dery.
A fulness Is given, the blouse by
a group of tiny tucks at the bust, while
Fcalloped edging is used to finish the
das rou itnd is. formed" into graceful

gown, which Is finished

and carefully hung away awaiting the
end cf the penitential season, is of
mordore brown lansdowne. Oriental
lace, dyed to the exact tone of the
fabric, trims this costume, while a
brown straw hat of the same shade
completes the costume.
The skirt .has panel Insets of the
lace Insertion. These reach to the
hips, the latter fitting smooth and
plain.
The bolero is shcrt and tight. It
is surplice in effect, the right side
overlapping the left and the lace is
introduced in the yoke. It again appears between the bolero and the
high,
girdle.
A broad, round collar reaches out
to the shoulders aud is edged with a
narrow, full niching of silk.
The girdle of Inilslue is held In
place by three Jeweled buttons. These
are of topaz set in dull bronze.
The hat has a brim of graduated
width. It turns up slightly in front
and high in the back. About the
crown is a wreath of pink roses with
biscuit-coloreplumes.

j

cuffs.

A high stock is at the throat, while
a deep belt of white moire ribbon is
at the waist line. This is finished
with four small button? formed of

rhlue stones.

brilliant

Easter

An

flufTy lows!
and frills so much used ot late have
to be discarded; but they are none
the less decorated by beautiful flat
trimmings of embroidered and lace
"
appliques and open work
embroideries.
One of the newest ideas In neck
wear Is the Empire scarf, a long wide
scarf of lace or chiffon wound round
the neck several times, while a larger
and wider scarf of the same material
is used to throw about the shoulders
and head. One may now look for the
Spanish
revival of the
lace shawl and scarf which made such
a setting off for the face; and lucky
Is the woman who owns ono of these
heirlooms wqrn by her mother or
grandmother.
A perfect craze exists for little
bolero jackets of lace, Irish lace being
the favorite, and In many cases there
are two or three sorts of la;es used
In its construction.
Coat collars and cuffs 'of lingerie are
more elaborate than last season, but
cut along the same lines. Ungerie
enffs in regular cuff shape go with
coat collars, only the cuffs are tacked
at the eltow instead of at the wrist
below which fall tho lace frills or
sleeves or the long gloves are worn
'
to toutch them.
Stoles, both flat and round, are extensively worn, especially those made
of cuiffon, and there are muffs to
match. All sorts of fancy stocks,

the Princess models the

THE
HOME MILLINER

stunning street costume is In
banana cloth. The skirt is shor;,
three Inches from the ground, and
the front panel is continued over
the hips, giving the necessary full
ness. The coat is close fitting, and
:a slight belt defines the waist line.
This garment is collariess; the
is outlined with a narrow black braid,
and the straps rn the shoulders are
similarly trimmed. Double cuffs have
the braid, and medium buttons of dull
metal fasten the coat and decorate
the sleeves.
A stiff low crown
straw hat is
woru with this costunu . Th hat is
of leghorn, trimmed with ruching of
du!! pink riblHJn, and a Mack aigrette
is at the left side.
A

FOR LITTLE GIRL

The fad for g:ld and silver cloth
braid Is as decided as ever and
touches of it are seen on a majority
of the smart hats.
When used artistically this trimming Is very effective, but care must,
be us-.in app'ying it, os it is easily
overdone. A simple touch is enough
t.) give a hat charcster, wnile another
may spoil it.
One of the simplest of the "gold
braid" decorations is the carbchon
(see figure No. 3), it is easily made by
cutting a circular piece of canvas, ot
tho size desired, and, starring at the
sent'er with the gold or silver braid.
bringing it around until the pattern!
Is covered. These carbochons are es-- i
poclally pretty as a finist for the stem
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TIPS FOR THE
HOME MILLINER
'Vo
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ATHEATER

'

oderately wlr".e brim, had an inch
binding of clo,.h of gold around the
ulgo of the brim and was trimmed
very simply w it a a soft chiffon scarf
embroidered in gold thread and se
quins, draped about the crown of the
hat, with the fulness falling over the
brim on the left side, where it partly
concealed a mass of pale pink rosebuds placed under the brim (see figure 1).
Another hat of violet ma'.ino, tipped high on one side to show a (duster of shaded plumes, had for its only
trimming about the crown a row of
dainty httsettes, made of gold braid
(detail shown in cut No. 2).
Numerous ways of applying a touch
of this opu!ar "gilding'' will suggest
themselves to the milliner, and you
map be quite sure that, no matter how-Iof a quill, but may be used Tor numeris used, with flowers, lace, ribbon,
ous other purposes.
feathers, anything, it will be "all
One pretty hat of white Irish cro right," If you w lllonly remember and
chet lace, with low round crown anu don't overdo it.
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YOUR WIFl: WEAR
THINGS LIKE THESE?

"In-sets,-

snug-fittin-

TIPS FOR

SAY, HILL YE LET

SOME FIERCE STYLES IN HEAD.
GEAR WHICH HAVE JUST LAND.
ED FROM PARIS.
No. 1 is the new French, sailor
shape. The distinctive features are
the large, rather 'high crown and narrow brim.
The model shown is made cf ma-linstretched smoothly over a wire
foundation. The crown is ornamented
witn a band of chiffon embroidered
with gold and silver thread and
Toward the front
sequins.
on the left side Is an "art nouveau"
buckle of shaded velvet. Under the
brim at the back Is a large cluster
of green foliage and buds.
In shape, No. 2 reminds one very
forcibly of the "plug" hats our grandfathers wore In the days of "Tippebut in macanoe and Tyler, too"
terial! The model Illustrated Is built
chiffon laid on a wire
of
frame. In tiny ruffles; those a the
crown facing upward, and on Itlva
cf satin rib- brim outward. A ba-ae,

rose-colore- d

c--

WAIST

T.Ai-

t

of the trimming in front of

the bodice.
The to; of the Empire blouse 'has
the best ideas of the usual dressy-blouse-:
the embroidered and lace
tuckers, lace
effects, yokes,
bands, etc., and the sleeves are near
ly always of elbow length; but all of
these blouses end at the bust or a
little below it. finished in a wide
soft girdle or folds of material cunningly arranged as though they fell
naturally about the top of the corslet
.kiit at this point.
It is quite a fad to have the lace,
no or chiffon blouse match the g;vvn,
and many of taose made of lace
originally white were dyed to an exact match of tbe dress material. Nearly evjiy Empire or Princess gown
has one hlouse of this order.
To see the r.uml r of beautiful
.vaists
at the counters, is to
tempt ne to buy promiscuously, and
there are so many dinVreut materials.
e
by the
of which one can ring
many changes in nice dressing embroidered crepe de chine, chiffon
taffetas, batiste, linen, open work l.tc-and embroidery; and even the cheaper
machine-madaffairs are more Lean
titu! thau the most expensive grades
worn some years ago.
t

off'-re-

u--

hue prunella cloth a stunning
coat for Sunday wear is made
fur a child of 8. It is of iviry white,
and it Is pleated back and front. Six
s
are usee, the uppr part of the
).!
being held snug by a belt.
f Irish crochet lace are
Hands
a.'. .out
the yoke aud adorn the boxed
idiMi where u;e .,! opens. The little
full sleeves an- also trimmed witn it.
The belt is of xoft white kid. ami
It is fastened with a button of the
Minn material.
Na;U n;c s'yie of hat. exaggerat'l:h this coa'. The
ed in form i hat i of t"if a' In straw, bebe blue
:n color, v ' a a white edge. A bunch
of 'ea to-- -- at- - in front with a soft
through them.
white uutl;
1:.

oiit.-id- o

ph-ai-
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wi'h the Et::;::v a:i

i
I'ritK
lionu.
of
fir- .- Kmi ire hh.us.-w!"
,r.ff-fer vening
hue a:i
,.e:.r. e:nl ro..: r and tit.e diaphanous
Later on in
cloths for to- Ihe se.is- u n .mckv will bt. woru.
l
with
present
bit' those
coat should have their
Kleevi ci tin- - vmo'.t.- -' tora: and uto.-- t
.
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tin-stil-
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chemisette tucker, a fancy collar
outlining it. The standing collar is
hlih at the back, cuffs corresponding in outline with the fancy collar,
turn back over and sleeve puffs, fin
ishing then in short length. The skirt
and corsage was of blue chiff ;n cloth
made with many gores, the fullness
around the waist being taken up witli
tiny tucks.
A I'rincess skirt "f he inverted
order iiad an Empire blouse
eyelt t embroidery with
of
round neck anil short sleeves finished
wit, i liny ruffles of fine batiste embroidery.
A charming example of the Princess
dress was constructed from radium
silk in two shades of grey in pinstripes. The dress was made ever a
slip and the outer dress
was made with as many as fifteen
gores which fitted perfectly over the
girdle,
hips under a high crushed
while at the edge ()f the. skirt was a
deep nun's fold. The neck was slightly open t show a dainty front ot lace
ovtr winch the bolero fronts, tucked
on the shoulders, with curved lower
outline crossed In surplice style with
t lil butftons for ornaments.
were in one large chiff. in puff
lace ruffle.
finished with a narrow
arey shoes, a grey
'
ith' pink mss and a
nal ,rimmed
i;
the .same color
carrying
j,
s. lieme completed the costume,
Hul an
i,olle.s are not or Em
,,rt. s!v!(, aIlli ,u-- lier are all the
,,!eled after tt Empire or
U)des.
p,
Fur ni.rning wen
all-ov-

nine-gore-

-

taade with short sleeves, but when
worn with Jackets, many of them are
supplied wi n aetacnat.le sleevelets
la.-: r lingerie.
This is an economy
mat u is wea in follow in less expensive waists, for evi ry woman
K.im,., mat u i uie sleeves ana neck
,
!);e. e that soils firs' end a blouse ...
,,.!..,.,. ,. ,i
migut be wo,u ai.other day or p st-- ,ho. t. W()Il.n, ,
t,m the stvle is
;!y two with these additmual parts
i
beeoming. it is
to
iar,i(.iary
to the was.
Ku with thea-- j
adhere to that tnod-l- .
A pretty
de.-i- :i
w.generally
will
fur aa
Empire
costumes
wear a belt ha- - - inclined to extreme
.''"'tst was developed from liand-em-- j
white Huriinghsm silk in depth, and give th- - hort waist
a s' elation with chl ffoa and gold but-- ' eff
wearing the
n h.-,
nei
A lining is used in the waist, in short Jacket, for n thin
K
-to
v,h.eh
plaits are made at each I badlv as a bit o; the uiousc between
side of the back aud front, dimiuish the belt and the jack t.
;:ig in width at the bust, line.
The; Due charminx liesisu an 'one that
''.'.. 4 Is effected at the left side is general.)- beeo:::lu wj- '
'
an.l a iOVi- it the neck from wlu'e s:!k organdy to be worn
may be c:
frjtu
and filled in with a over a it. I.
i

-
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Novelties in Buckles.
Large "Art Nouveau" buckles are
set n on many of Hie most exclusive
pattern hats this year, and are a de
elded novelty; being made of snadeu
velvet in tinis to harmonize with the
(ol;r scheme of the bat. At a little
dis'ance they can scarcely be distinguished from the expensive
buckles. (See cut No. 1.)
Huckles of mothei oil arl In ail
shapes and sixes (a tew styles are
shown in cuts Nos. z. 'i and
are
exceedingly good t!ii setson, being
used to advantage on almost any
style f hat. A s re
hat of gray
chip straw with a couple ,,f dark gray
quills thrust through a large smoked
pearl buckle is e
"natty,"
hand-enamele-
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lace yoke and a I'tstron extentltm
leaching to the lo.wt
and the
lit 'us.- - Mirtlons ar :
sed or gulliered
to the yoke. Tm- t i' ls at each side
f the back closing extend to the
waist line
a
tid
landing collar
affords
conipW n. or a Dutch
lound neck may be used. Tho full
1'llgih sleeves sacw Micks aiiOUt the
"Jet ;i or shall : w
iuts as preferrt (1,
or t.ie fullness may
disposed of In
gathers, nnd sleeve- - m shorter length
could e finished in narrow bands. A
kid belt or one of il.e mattrial, or a
worn with equal
crush glrd!n may
f :!ropriatene-s- .
A very attractive wjist was shown
ttl hill; batiste, do
net yoke outlined with an alio r lace bertha o.'
which material w,
made the puffs
of the eh.rt puftv
A body
lining was used
T .e waist closed
"t the back, and
"ke in plain or
scalloped outlined a a yoke tucker
was provided
T!
neck was high
and completLd wi'i
standing co.iar.
Tucks were arrai:
to simulate a
er or the front,
at the
and at each side ' tl'-- front aud
lack with narrow
in groups 1htween.
, costume e.ver
Kor a smar. wal
cr.eU.e,! ,jr;i.,
oiieutal baudtox-plai-

bon, deeper In shade than body color
of hat, encircles the crown, and a
huge cluster of beautifully
shaded
and ntitlitng could be prettier than
roses and foliage Is placed directly at
the dainty Ungerie hats with small
the front. A small cluster of the
pearl buckles of the pure white Irifoliage is also tucked under the brim
descent variety cunningly embroiderat the back.'
or
ies
ribbon.
Hat No. 3 takes one back to the
in passing, another decided novelty
antebellum days; and to our eyes, acalong
somewhat
this line is worthy
customed to the modern styles, It
of attention.
This is the use of a
looks very eccentric.
II.
highly polished, as a finish
half sin
However, PARIS has set the seal
f r the stem of a quill or aigrette.
of approval upon it. and far be It
An example of this fad is shown In
from us to disprove!
cut No. o.
This hat is of white straw with
A clever Idea is pictured In cut
a
band of black aUiu' the edge (you
No. (j. These buckles are ma de ny
can hardly say "brim," as it is merely
cutting a heavy foundation of curd
tbe semblance of a brim), across the
Uiard in any shape desmd, and covfront is a band of green velvet rib1
ering it with pompadour silk In pretty
bon, and lo ps of the same combined
.
shades to match the color scheme of
wiib small flowers are placed under
the g.'wn.
v
the "brim" at the back. On the rlgnt
Jeweled buckles, as well as those
i
si '
a "made" bird, having for a
of gold, sliver and enamel, are useil i
A theater waist is of white lace. It tail a huge cluster of peacock plumes,
to some extent, but are not new.
is worn with a white broadcloth skirt blenched to a lUht cream color.
'and the waist has appliques of the
A GASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
iiia va selected. Like many of Ihe broadcloth Introduced in tbe bolero
ilenigns tor spring the skirt was made aud on the sletjves. The lace is the BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
r
wilii plai's in round length. The plaits
Irls.i crochet, and the ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
v deep enough to give a pretty effect waistcoat is of the broadcloth. This FROM 11 TO 2:30.
narrow
as they (.plead in walking and the Is fancifully tllmuied with
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
plai'ed gores alterna'e with the plain gold braid, and small bits of the gilt
waa and am yet affiled with
gore-- , ei .it in all being usej.
The stars the lace of the bolero.
ays Mr. J. C. Hayne,
rheumatism."
jack- t is one of the new plaited modes
With this is worn a black suit of editor
of the Herald. Addington. Inwitli oriental banding, the ( hip with a stiff quill of blue coming
Territory, "but thanks to Chamlatui outlined the jacket which opens trom the left side. Where the hat Is dian
Pain Palm am a'de once
over a vest o: white l.r.adcloth,
lifted en the right a large bow of blue berlain's
moro to attend to business. It is the
by delicate ra ery of gold and liberty satin ribbon is massed on the
f troubled with
!est of linim-euts.silver braid With this suit was worn batidau.
rheuma lsm give Pain Italm a trial
a wid-shouldered shi"t waist of
you are certain to be more than
lace, having and
cieaii) "home spun" silk, its tucks giv- round neck pieces of
capo fishues, cape pleased with the prompt relief It afing the effect of Duchess seams. The capes, are
relieves the
stitching terminates at yoke depth aud boleros, deep collars, little ooleros. fords. One applica'lou
paju.
For sale by all druggists,
tinfrom otietis over a tab yoke 01 'jackets of lace, embroidery or having
o
(team lace, l.ace mltaiiu- cuffs are some of its parts the sleeves in parto t.ie short, small glace gloves, ticular made of ihe dress material.
ail !i
WILLING HELPERS.
w lilch
how below the slurt elbow
in all cases the skirts of ihe shirt
What's the use of a helper. If f
sic. w - of the jacket. Grey rosettes waint suits, loth in the tailor aud
willing? WiUlngnes is
d a stylish costume.
feminine effects aie short and gen f be isu't
COIl! i'l
aa ample mantle which will al- your Empire or erally show shoes in tan or grey or
liuvir.- -'
lief
most cover all the sin of serv- - f
maiie you must give gtry as t :ie wearer will.--.
ii'v.-Pi l:v
tee. But a classified advertise-'(
l.ace and lingerie tuckers are woru
to your corset. The
0:11.
ment in The Evening Citizen is a
to adopt the
:i,uil - wiiicli have been devel by th.se who
IK
willing helper that is not only '
inI'.'iiness gown are higher open tuvoa' waist withotr some pro- f absolutely competent, but also U "
II' . d !niseasons tection.
'f
ban ;.e i.rse-a willing worker. It works all
C'ATIi
'K M ANN I'AYZANT.
longer over the hip
iiaek at)
the time for you. It ti the best
'
fit
i xaei
gown,
fur
the
to
and most economical publicity In ft
Anyway, (loo M.,ros and oik- - crater
is a modified straight
and the fi
the world.
Iteh
se
won
the
fitting
i.r.-alof
o;:t
.4,
that
.in.
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Is No Small Thing
The Mining World.

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. 8. 8TRICKLER

Business Manager

President

and stock raising. During the past hundred years the
territory has produced $27,Hii.(nm worth of gold and
worth of silver, and the annual value of the mineral production at present averages IH.nnn.onn. The pro
ducing mines number as follows: foul, 30; gold and
silver, Idil; copper. 2, precious stones, M; quarries. M;
zinc, 4; Iron, 2; all others, pi. The number of officially
suiveyed mines aggregates flflr.. During the past ten
years the territory has produced $4.Sk:,.imiii worth of
gold; $5.i'52.120 worth of silver; R.I.CHl.iinn pounds of
copper and
.G4tU"H pounds of lend,
in 1!n4 the cold
production was valued at. $1131. H2H; silver, $124, HM: copper $0411.382, and zinc, $S3.r,S(i. The area of coal lands
aggregates 1 ,500,000 acres, and the amount of coal is
sight, is stated to he 9,000,000,000 tons, valued al approximately $11. 000,0110,000.
The quantity of coal produced
during 11104 was l.72,4o6 tons, and of coke, 7f,737 tons,
the latter Is an Increase of 2oo per cent over previous
years.
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Campbell System
In This Territory
'

Las Vegai Optic.

0XCKO0X000
Mrs. Louise "Whlteman Palmer, a special' representa
tive of the Campbell. System Pry Farming association,
and also a correspondent and representative of the
Scientific Farmer, the official Journal of tho association, is spending a few days In the city, in the Interest of
the movement!
The lady Is nn enthusiast. Also she Is thoroughly
posted on every detail of dry farming, as It Is practiced
She delivers lectures
by Campbell and his associates.
on the subject from time to time and boosts the pro
paganda In every section of the west where there Is
sufficient precipitation to justify expectation of results.
Many ladles have made a success of farming hy the
Mrs. Palmer
old methods and of farming by Irrigation.
has gone them one better und has made a success of the
more, scientific method of dry farming.
"The claims of the dry farmers are usually misunderstood and misrepresnted," said Mrs. Palmer to the
Optic this morning. "We are sometimes called cranks,
by those who imagine we claim to be able to convert the
most barren lands, where only three or four inches of
rain fall In the year, into fruitful fields.
"But we do not make such claims at all. We consider that in order to make success certain, there should
be twelve Inches of precipitation during the year, though
it Is a fact, that fine crops have been raised when the
tain fall was less. But given twelve inches of moisture
and a soil that is at all passible, and success is sure.
And it may be said that nearly all the desert soil of the
west, will return excellent crops if the water can lie sup-
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Government
to' the Roosevelt Republican
'

Secretary Taffs advice
independence in
club OT Gincinati to exercise a spirit of
that he ignored
emphatic
so
not
was
municipal affairs
which may
good
or
the
organization
the benefit of party
which
politics,
"practical"
be accomplished in the field of
of politics.
only
kind
was
the
said,,
truthfully
he
busi-Upon the motto that municipal government is theand
hopes
erected
have
men
ness and not politics,"
elevation on y
ories that for a time have reached a great
political factor in
The
ruin.
into
at
last
over
topple
to
municipal government cannot be Ignored It 'ta an
part of our system of popular rule; and in this
,
It persists.
Belief IL IB HI""! fr,riiinno that - government
comes so
The very fact that municipal
.
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mem
arreting
people,
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impossible, t o .ex-- .
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iira Self
elaef
In Norway dreamed

of America.
poor farmer boy
ambition:
Into
ripened
dream
His
promihc.
of
Hbc land
'
In Madiho borrowed money for his passage and arrived
Hut he was
son Wis., penniless and among strangers.
He
not alone, for with him came belief in himseir. is not
language
But
Eimlish.'
of
a'
word
scarecly
knew
himself underthe best mtans of expression. He made
no miltstood through his work. He lived so wisely athat,
.Nor
little.
saved
always
wages,
he
his
small
how
er
pn.lng
by
spirit,
his
weaken
energies
and
his.
did he waste
then with
for what he could not have; but. little by little,poverty and
longer strides, he pushed his way up out of
obscurity. Today he Is governor of Wisconsin. hver
belief
step upward in this splendid march was. based on strugpoverty
and
years
your
of
begrudge
in self, lwn t
They are the
gle- they are the richest in your life.
makyears In which you give no energy and thought to
you is
in
is
there
best
the
which
in
and
ing a show;
growing stronger than the obstacles in your path,
stronger than the limitations that shut you in.
A

"The Campbell system Is merely iU signed to as.lsi
nature, and that assistance comes by virtue of the additional work on the part of the man. In some regions
after the hind Is plowed and the seed sown, man has
little to do but watch results. But there is more work
to do In order to make the Campbell system successful.
"The science of the Campbell system consists in
retaining the moisture that is in the soil, in making
it ail available to the growth of the plant and in utilizing
every particle of the moisture. The deep plowing, tne
covering, all consurface cultivation, the packed-eart- h
tribute to this result. The Campbell system means a
little more work, some special machinery, but when it
is considered thar its application means the transforma
tion of millions of acres of land fit only for stock grazing
into productive farms, it Is certainly worth the trouble.
In Colorado, in western Kansas, and Nebraska and Da
kota, in Wyoming and Idaho and in the Panhandle of
Texas, we have achieved remarkable success.
"But New Mexico offers a most attractive Held. You
have millions of acres of rich uplands, where from
twelve to eighteen Inches of rain falls each year such
lands as those that, stretch for miles eastward trom
Vegas.
Dry farming can turn these fallow lands into
farms producing a large variety of crops and producing
them lunintifully.
"Should your community or any part, of it want to
join the dry farm association, you can make arrangements
to have a farm established and maintained under the
immediate supervision of tho Campbell association.
Should you make such arrangements, It will mean that
you get your seeds free, your machinery at cost, ami you
have a Campbell man to direct your undertaking. Our
Campbell farms usually consist of 1,000 to 2,000 acres.
In the dry Panhandle region. In- Colorado, wherever our
farms have been established, thev have achieved com
plete success."
-is
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Village
Sowlhern ofMill
the American Civic League

John Nolen, member
,
association, recently said:
at
A visit to the mill village of the Monaghan mills
spirited
public
its
company
with
in
S.
C,
Greenville,
president, Thop.as F. Parker, was full of interest. The
of
mill is situated on high ground, from which a fine view
property
The
obtained.
can
be
mountains
Ridge
Blue
the
are
Includes an area of 300 acres, and around the mill
Each family has a
clustered cottages of the"operators.
house of Its own. with a small plot for vegetables and
inflowers." Everything possible is done to awaken an
charge
of
free
provided
are
gardening;
.seed
In
terest
of the
and flowering shrubs at a nominal cost. Manymany
of
families have their own cows and pigs and
them keep horses. These are all kept in barns and free
pastures are provided by the company. Mr. Parker is
deeply interested in the comfort .and cemvenff nc of the
mill hands and in the good appearance of the grounds
surrounding 'heir little homes.
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Is ami
Iimviolablc Secret

WoaiBEi's
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to force Miss Minnie Caillard of Texas,
to tell her age, District Attorney Jerome, with all his
official prestige, and backed by the power of the court.
was Ignominoiisly worsted. That u woman cannot keep
a secret is eternally disproved by this inleresteing ' inci
dent. The Texas woman stood pat on her proposition
that her age had no bearing upon her testimony, and
that It is a personal matter, which is no part of tho business of a coifrt or the public. Jerome, defeated in a contest of wits, resorted, manlike, to brill e force, threatening
Imprisonment; and much good it did him! Miss Halliard's age is still a mystery. If the dignity of the
court has suffered it Is Jerome's owu fault. He
should have recognize, earlier that women have rights
and know how to maintain them.
Ludwlg Fnlda, the (lernian playwright, has caused a
sensation by declaring thai 'woman has played first fiddle and man vcond fiddle," for the last half century.
Fnlda has suddenly found himself In the center of a
storm of Indignant denial. Jerome, who has now had ext.
perience at the second tiddle, should hasten to Ills
There yet remains the force that can compel a
woaian to tell her age after it has ripened into a strictly
lieisoual and private possession. Anyway, one's age Is
a hearsay matter and not one of personal knowledge.
In his effort

The franchise of the presliidustrlal Advertiser:
ent water company has abnui thirteen years more to
run, and there is no immediate mcessity of action upon
the' part of the people of this ity. A :;. mio city hall Is
demanded, and the people all know that a bond issue
for sewerage must lie voted. Tie people of this ciiy
can get along with the preoi nt water company foj r. lew
years yet, but the pn seni sewer system can mil be endured, and th.it ii.iist be a municipal affair. When the
of the water company piop-ert- y
advocates if 'he
for a quarter of a million dollars teil you the water
pluut will be
ihey should be aske.l to
show it to lie that, if any reduction is to be ma.de in the
water rates, if iiui city buys the plant it will be for me
purpose of reducing the water rates, and at that price
made, patlieii'arly as
not one cent of reduction can
Mixed Wives.
another bond issue wi:l be necessary to get the system
In the early pan of the last, century there lived in an
in shape. Hut without another bond Issue, It lias not
old New England town a Mr. Church, who, in the course
been shown that any reduction can be made.
of his earthly life, was bereft
f four wives, all of whom
New Mexican:
The action of the republican caucus were buried in the same lot. In his old age it became
necessary 1o remove (he remains to a new cemetery.
in the house of representatives yesterday means that the
iThis
he undertook himself, but in 'the iirocsa ih.. bones
uo
bill
will
Hamilton joint statehood
into conference and
became hopelessly mixed.
England
His "New
.'hat there may be an agreement. Hut ibis is only probwould not allow him, under the painful circumlematical. The chances for the favorable consideration
of the billind its enactment into law are slim. The log- stances, to use the original headstones, so he procured
new ones, one of which bore the following inscription:
ical action would be to admit Oklahoma and Indian Ter- '
Here lies Hannah Church, and probablv a imrtion of
s'ate-hood
ritory as one stale, to give New Mexico separate
,'jiiiy."
and let Arizona wail. This does not look probable, however, as thre are loo much passion and luarl "Sacred to the memory of Emily 'Church, who seems to
U mixed with Matilda."
burning in the present situation.
"Si ranger, pause, and drop H tear.
Daily Optic:
Governor Hag rman is ribt and the For Emily Chuech lies hutied here,
1
oiiuty cominisMoners of Santa Ko county are wroiii' in Mixed, in some pi rplcxlug manner.
the contest over Hie appointment of an assessor The With Mary, Matilda and probably Hannah."
law explicitly gives' the governor the appointing power
in case of a vacancy in such offices as are filled by
The Tariff Question.
of all the, electors of the county. In ethics within
"Do you understand t:,. tariff question?"
the county, the
hoih h the com"Perfectly," said Mr Cumrox. "All raw material I
'I he county commissioners
in the present Ilsi in my businesti should be
missioners.
admitted dutv free. Every- case rei in to be actuated by a desire to make trouble.
thing else should be t a x.id ."- - Washing! on Star.
New-Yor-
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WELCOME

.

t

SPRING WITH

FASHION DEMANDS

-

.

A NEW

SUIT.

MANY CHANGES WITH THE NEW SEASON

1

HAS BEEN HONORED In The MAKING Of Our SPRING SUITS
SINGLE AND DOUBLE

BREASTED CUTS
$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00

111

The annual hall of the Brotherhood
locomotive Firemen, given in the
Elks' hall room was a decided sue
cess frJm every point of view. The
hall had been gaily decorated for the
occasion with red, white and green
signal flags, with red, white, blue and
green lanterns hung In profusion
throughout the hall. At one end of
the hall, done In green letters, was the
legend, "B. of h. F., 467," while at the
opposite end of the hall two engine
headlights added to the charm of the
Each person attending
decorations.
last night was given a chrysanthe
mum, 7oo of which had been ordered
from California for the event. Phil
lips' orchestra furnished the music.
Those in charge were:
Arrangement Committee P. J. Ma
loney. W. B. Clark and B. W. Bryant.
Reception Committee G. D. Miller,
L. Beydler, C. A. King. I. Graham, C.
Croy, V. l.angston, B. Murphy, H. N,
Allison, C. Rydholm, C. Youngronf, L.
V. Kelsey. J. F. rd. W. C. Berkholtz,
B. IViessner, W. S. McCameron.
Floor Committee S. B. Miller, E.
T
Gibson. R. F. Hall. J. Grahsm,
Ford. F. Brown. W. Herman, F. J.
Allison, A. M. Krlng, H. Englehreth
J. Blackburn, C. H. Croy, M. Bocklett.
J. C. Relnwiunl. G. Davidson, J. II.
,
Stewart.

SMILE a"nd

EVERY KINK AND TURN OF FASHION

i

niay afternoon a 3:3o o'clock
an's club of Albuquerque met
in
club rooms In the C mmer-ei.i- l
club building, at which time one
of the most interesting programs of
this club's many meetings was ren
dered. Misses Huntzlnger and Neher
rendered a piano duet, and responded
to a hearty encore. Mrs. De Wolf and
Mrs. Drury, after their rendition of a
mandolin and piano duet, were caileu
back twice to respond to encores.
Mrs. Cams read a paper, "The Origin
of the Family," followed by Mrs. Cas-sidwith a paper on "Life Lessons
from
Luther Burhank." Dr. Mary
Hunter read an excellent article on
Value of Food," following the lines
of
foods.
Just prior to
the meeting tho ladies of the club
were the guests of Mrs. Pennell, the
well known exponent of health cook
ery, at her apartments in the Gleckler
building. Just across from the Commercial club, at which time they partook of several
dainty dishes prepared by Mrs. Pennell.

A GLAD

LAST SPRING'S CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL, THE CLINGING BACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
THE "CORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND
OLD.

111

Yes
lie

17, 1906.

IT'S DRESSING UP TIME AGAIN. OLD WINTER
HAS RECEIVED HIS PEATH BLOW AND EA'STER IS
NOT FAR OFF.

Regular services of John A. lxgan
circle X,) l. ladles of the Urand
Army
the RepuMIc, will nn et to-111!,. it
.iVIock in t)dd Fellows'
iiill.
This ntienirmn ai 2: HI o'clock, the
aille? of thf Woman's .Missionary so- eicty of the I'n sb.Vterian church met
in lie library banning to aold tneir
annual .ra!.--e si rvice and tea. A
;s.ge nunibero of gues s were present
ii participate In the services and par-- t
:ke f the dainty rt fresh men ts.
i

MARCH

Gems
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Mining in New Mexico antedates nil other industries
of the territory, and In Importance as a wealth producer
and employer of labor stands second only to agriculture

slnni.il
Kesweil Record:
iK'Riitlfy his prounua with trees, grnss and flnwits to
sideharmonize with the excellent streets and perfect
walks In Roswell.
This paper desires to say rifilit
New Mexican:
adcitizens of the capital should take this
liere that
nodue
take
themselves,
vice, (the above), to heart, for
commence
tice and act accordingly. It is nearly time to avenues
residence
on
the
trees
nude
out
of
the setting
trees in pood
of this city for tho prvurnt year. The more
beautiful,
the more
more
condition on these streets the
he this
will
cleaner
the
and
healthy, the more attractive
city.
The administration that takes
Vegas" Optic:
in April will soon learn
government
p the reins of city
demand for a fewer
lively
mighty
of
a
the existence
earliest
system and cross walks, to he provided at the
considerable
possible moment. Furthermore, there is
since several
Interest in the matter of a pas franchise,
plant
a
install
to
ready
companies stand
Its way.
The star of empire stiU westward takesla phenomof immigrant, into New Mexico
inrush
arger
enal,
as far as this territory is concern. The
as to lounprejudiced
come
immigrants
of these
cality other than the railway advertising, orthe
of such advertising by local effort. Three
needs in order to secure her Just
Albuquerque
things
part of the influx of settlers.
Beautifying the town, securing the exteThey areand
ndi! of electric power over the adjoining country
advantages of this
and
resources
of
the
advertising
Ute
instan
section, in theee matters The Citizen has been say out
ready to
in season, and. as some, perhaps, are
that by these
of season, but the fact cannot be gainsaid,In the city, in.
means, apd the keeping down of taxation
,
t
future of Albuquerque must e secured.

City,
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Advice
Some Good
Every property owner
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Hew Mcscico Mining

Published

EVENING

We'll give you your mind's worth

and your

money'

worth

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

The

0

Policy

Store I

.s

o

5fo clean

up .stock o
once yearly and, open I
season with new goods, t

of

0

THE NAME
0

ill

Not only means the

jail

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest

xyf

ad-vertisin-

g.

r- -j

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

3000
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Church northeast
of Gold avenue and Broadway.
Sunday school at 10 a. m. Mornin;
worship at U o'clock. Evening ser
vice at 7:3o. Preaching by minister.
Ernest E. Crawford, at both services,
Christian

Highland Methodist Church J. M
pastor. Prt aching at li a. in
Subject, "The Last Act.". At 7:30 p
m.. subject, "The Closing Scene." Sun
day school at 9:45 a. m. Jnnioi
league at 3 p. ni. Senior league at
C:30 p. in. Strangers welcomed.

1000
1000

shoes.
X

X

X

X- -X

X

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
careiully inspect the shoes
'

Sollie.

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

Lutheran Church Sunday school at
9:43 a. m. Service (German) at 11
a. m. Service (English) at 7:30 p. in.
Rev. E. Moser of Atchison, Kan., who
has accepted a call as pastor of the
church, will lake charge of the work
on April 1st.

First Methodist Church At the
evening hour. Dr. Rollins, the pastor
sermon to
will preach a special
young men and women on "Volutcers
By
Whom
Great Victories Are
Won." All young people are cordially
invited to attend. Special music.
First Presbytfl.'ian Church Ser
vices tomorrow in Elks' Opera House o
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m. Public
worship at. 11 a.m. and 7:30 p. tn., 4
conducted by Rev'. Warner II.
Junior Christian Endeavor at
3 p. in.. Christian Endeavor at ll:4'i
p. ill. All strangers are cordially in
vited to all the services of the
church.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN

e.

Congregational Church On
at tl
nd of the viaduct.

1 Brunswick

Morning ser
vice at 11 o'clock. Topic of sermon,
"Salvation what It is. and from what
it salves."
V. P. S. C K. at H:30, to
be led by Mr. Howe. Evening service
at 7:30. Topic of sermon, "Is There
Any Escape if We Neglect the Salvation of Christ?" J. W. Barron,
at

school

MELINI & EAKIN,

place m me
spend your idle hours.

ne nui'M

Wholesale liquor and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WTilskies, Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, ill gouta First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

both

i

f.

V

POOL

Parlors
g

Machine Works

.i,

BILLIARD
&

Foundry and

HALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
a
hafUin.
w
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron fronts for
0 Buildings.
A
R.palrm on Mining and Willi Machinery a Bpmclalty
m
a. Foundrr
Albanmiraiia ...
" east ulda of railroad track.

9:45.

Baptist Church Preaching
morning and evening,
will be conducted by the acting pastor. Rohen I.. Kelley. Subject at 11
a. in., "The Abundant Life." Subject
at 7:3u p. in., "A Great Question."
Bible school at 9:50 a. m. B. Y.
l ., at ii:,:u p. ni. Special singing lo
in arrow us
Morning
An
follows:
them by choir. "Oh, for a Closer Walk
With God." Kostir.
Soloist, Mrs.
Gibbs. Solo. ". Dream of Paradise,'
Mr. Jlayiiiiri Evening Solo, hy Mr.
Collester. .lust for Today," as coin
First
services

Albuquerque
Q

iu

1

Best brands of Cigar and
bacco always on hand.

THE CELEBRATED

by Abbott.

ley, entitled,

Solo, bv Mr. Kel

Proprietor.

He's the One."

Second street, Barnett Building.
First Methodist Episcopal Church-R- ev.
c.
D.,
J.
pastor.
1.
Rollins.
Sunday
meets at 9:45, sharp.
.Morning
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
rship al 11 a. in., with
sermon by the pastor on "Nelghbor- - LITVERT, SALE FEED AND TRANS
;t
p. ni.
iiiicfc.
.minor League at
FER STABLES
hpworth l.e.mm. at li:3o, George Hani
Mules bought and exHorses
and
mond.
Kvcnitig
service al
changeu
7:3o.
The pastor wi:i preach a
special sertl ui to young miii and BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
women oil
Volunteers By Whom
Copper avenues.
Great
s An' Won."
There
will be
at both services.
music
At I hig
II
hour Mrs. A. (i.
ts re w
"Face to Face."
Strang!
cordially welcomed
e
and tin
h
is liniled to all
vices. Tn.
is shunted on the
TO DATE SIGNS
corner
:id avenue and South
Third
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
ASK

0.

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

Gussaroff

M.

--

IMised

To-

Bottled
;

In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

W.

Strong's Sons

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
SaDa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS

and

N. Second St., Both Phones.

201-21-

Vi'-i,-

7

Am

Lucero

ser-iirc-

IT

MOLD'S
PATENT

YOLR GROCER
FOR "AR.
VERY HIGHEST
BEST."
FLOUR.

A

Citizen want ad will get the
Try one.

lusl-tess- .

MELINI & EAKIN

Albuquerque

Automatic Phone,

321
199.

Subscribe for The Cit!;tn and get

tho news.

tor

F. 8. HOPF

BoU Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Works

V

South

Just receivei
Cleveland. Ra
Tribune Bleyc'
kinds. Before
Subs! rihe f

and

(re)

111,.

,ment of
obia, and
eg of all
us a call.
iiiK

Citizen
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ALBERT FACER HAS
FORMAL OPENING

LOSES

BOOZE

INSANE ITALIAN
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THE MEETING
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Selling company, brokers, of
Vcv
gas, and today stated that Instead of
paying base ball In the future, he A
will devote his time to his business. ' $
"Billy" Is one or the best players in A
'he Vegas team, and the fan9 of that
town will regret his retirement the X
... .... a,
I
i,i
cretted the retirement from the na-t-i
mil sport of .Shinlck, McCannn.
Walton, Knight
and others hereabouts.

DIDN'T MEET

JUST RECEIVED

t

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

0

'

I

Store Excels All Competition Says Dread Secret Society Mrs. Lapriest Informs Police Small Gathering Faded Away
That She is Through
For Elegance and Vast-nes- s
Is After tlim to
Shortly After Newspaper
With Husband.
Kill Him.
of StocK.
Man Arrived.'
PLACE

0EC03AIED

HAXDSOMtLY

HAS

AT NEWTON

CREATES EXCITEMENT

FACILTY FOR BREAKING STIFF MUCH

Mrs. M.

Lapriest. who runs a
(Jagilani. the demented
feminity ti a vi;ni od
Ap;oII:
many openings during the Duke City': Italian, who leaped fromNSanta
Fe boarding house- on North .Twelfth
u)ii('s:-ivrt areer, where Hftirks of! train No
near La Vegas Thursday, stre.t. caused .he arrest ef her huslieauty, adornment
and uHemine
as chronicled In the.e columns yes- band yesterday morning. She told the
have lii'tn on display. Inr no opening; terday, apptars to be suffering from police toas 1. a priest came home drunk
if a liusint ss house has ever occurred the hallucination that deadly enemies and threatened to smash up the lur
within the city's gates to compare are after hislife. At Newton. Kan., nit ure.
This morning in police court Mrs.
with that of Alhert Faher, the carpet the Italian, who
had stopped off
anil furniture dealer, who has Just there, crea'ed a great deal of excite- Lapriest said that she was through
become Fettled In the new Statih huild-itiR- , ment at the Santa Fe depot just af- with her husband. She had stood his
Pay ten- ter he stepped off the train Tuesday drunks as long as she could, but would
and Is this St?
evening, by rushing into the depot hsve to call a halt now. When
dering the public formal greeting.
was sober his wife said he was
Jt is not an Introductory affair, foi and attacking the telephone and alAlbert Falier has been doing business most demolishing It, saying afterwards a good provider, but his savage manin Albuquerque since lfH8. in a store- that he was angry because he could1. ner
while - intoxicated, offset
this
room chucked full of goods In ' the not get quick connection with the good feature. Mrs. lapriest said she
by
was
the
in
building,
Michigan
across
directly
when her husband
Grant
sheriff's office. When accosted
street fr .m his present location. It Mi.-- depot master, he was Jerking at wrote her to conie to Albuquerque,
tol,ox
promising
a
is
let strong drink alone.
affair, at wnieu the 'p'jone
and would probably
the host Is showing his visitors, old have put It out of commission had His promises failed to materialize,
ones,
offcustomers and prospective new
however. Mrs. Lapriest said that sue
not an officer arrived. When the
what doubtless they had not expected icer flashed his
the Italian fell warned her husband repeatedly that
greatupon his knees and begged to be taken he must either
a store, magnificent in Its
cut out the- lioote
ness, filled with goods more elegant to Jail where his enemies could not game or her. He apparently, chose
posget him. The officer accommodated the booze. "I do not want him to
than the most sanguine could
sibly anticipate, so elaborate and him, and he was kept in the city bas-til- come near my house again." said the
complete has Mr. Faber selected his
until the following day, when, ap- woman. "Tell him if he docs. 1 will
pearing quiet, he was allowed to pro- promptly arrest him. I am through
stocks.
On entering the store, those who ceed upon his way to Los Angeles, with him forever more. He can In the
attended Mr. Faber's reception today, where he said he had relatives. He future earn and keep his money, and
passed between two windows in which was well dresfed, the Newton, (Kan.) I will do the same. Men who act like
were Biiites of furniture that made Republican says, and had about 1200 he does when drunk, some'imes comthem green with envy. In the window on his person. He was put aboard of mit murder. Tell him that I have left
on the south was a dining room suit No. 1 Wednesday, the train from hint for good."
After Mrs. Lapriest had left the
of old .TSnglish ityle, complete even to which he Jumped near Las Vegas on
court room her husband waa ushered
the flieplace. A green, Axminster Thursday.
When captured near Las Vegas, af- In. He pleaded guilty t3 being drunk,
seamless carpet, an inch thick, covered the floor, and curtains of the ter his wild Jump from the fast mov- was warned to keep away from his
same shade of green draped the ing train, he was placed In custody. wife's home and then fined $3. Ladouble doorway leading from the The conductor of the train and Mar- priest works at the plant of the Amershal Ward, of I.as Vegas, went to the ican Lumber company.
scene.
in the north window was a scene man's cell to interview him, after
very different, but more elegant in its he had been Kicked up. When they CHICAGO CAPITALISTS VISIT
simplicity, which is the style of the arrived a! the cell the found the
GRANT COUNTY MINES
day. This scene portrayed a bed- Italian on his hands and knees on the
room suit, that made one drowsy. The cell floor and black and blue in th
furniture was solid mahogany, in face from strangulation, having fas- SPEND DAY IN ALBUQUERQUE,
straps
Napoleon style, every piece complete. tened two broken suspender
WHILE EN ROUTE TO THEIR
The rug that covered the floor of this around his neck, and attempted- to
HOMES AT CHICAGO,
palace of Morpheus was of Royal Wil- hang himself to the bars, the sns
style. penders breaking, however, under his
From the arrival of train No. 10,
conventional
ton qualities
hung from the weight, before he had strangled suff- fi:30 o'clock this morning, until the
Oriental draperies
iciently to cause death.
The straps departure of No. 2 at 3 o'clock this
walls.
afternoon, Albuquerque was h:8t, to
On passing through the double were taken away from him.
It appears that Gagliani is, or im- the directors and stockholders of the
doors, one was greettd by a French
glass mirror, directly in front of the agines himself to he pursued by the Burro Mountain Copper company, ownpassage way. The scene on the in- dread Mafia, or "Black Hand" secret ing and operating in the Burro mounorganization,
has tains, fifteen miles from Silver City.
which
terior was one to appeal to the patri- Italian
In tile party were E. S. Sheppard
otic pride of the son or daughter of brought terror to many Italian hearts,
Erin. Ropes or green crepe paper which, he says, are after him because and wife, J. Sweeny and wife, Alfred
hung in graceful sweeps from one he refuses to pay them blood money. F. and Nathan F. Leopold, and wives,
chandelier to another the length ofJ Whether the Mafia is really after the and A. E. Nausbaum and wife, all ol
the room. The balconies on either m:lTl nrwl H q n veenlt hioi drivpn him Chicago. They wre traveling in a
side of iiif room in which were dis- to the verge 'Ml' insanity, or whether private car. and Had been on a visit
played carpets on one side and pieces he is merely insane and imagines t:-- their New Mexico mining property.
Nathan F. Leopold, president of the
of furniture on the other, were bor- these things, has not yet been fully
dered with green in undulating puffs. decided by the medical men who have Burro Mountain Copper company, and
Between these borders of green had examined the Italian at Las Vegas. spokesman of the party, said:
"We were Just out looking at our
work of That ne is insane, there Is no doubt,
been arranged a lattice
lining property, and brought our
white. Ropes of sniilax had been but Gagliani contends ihat the persewound around the pillars in the cen- cutions of the members of the Mafia wives along. We spent one day In
ter of the room, from floor to ceiling. drove him Insane, and that they are Silver City and three days in camp at
the mines. It rained the afternoon, we
Oil an exalied pedestal in the center j still after him.
Thw Mafia is a secret organization staged it from Silver, City. to;, the
was a statue of Dronze, noming aiooi
of Italy, which is supposed to remove mines, and we bad mm exciting exa cluster of green lights.
It would be useless to attempt to all its enemies from the land or the periences making camp over the slipof goods living, appointing members of its no- pery mountain roads in the darkdescribe the assortment
found on this floor, as space will not de: y to perform this task, much as do ness which overtook us. The ladies
Many mysterious were frlfhtened some, but we arrived
permit their enumeration, and words the anarchists.
are inadequate to describe them. It murders, crimes of different kinds, at our destination without mishap, exwould be a task for a real word ar- and outrages, which the police of the cept a slight wetting. The weather
tist, so complete and goregous were larger cities have been unable to un- turned off nice the next day, and the
ravel, have been laid at the doof of remainder oT the trip was delightthey.
Hroail aisles, with a flood oflights. the Mafia secret society.
ful.
"Yes, we think the Burro Mountain
from both front, and back, enable a
fine display of anything on this floor
Copper company is all right. We have
GRAMA GRASS IS KNEE HIGH
250 men at work now, taking out ami
the customer may choose to examine.
On the second floor the receptionee
treating about. 250 tons of ore daily,
RANGES
ARE
GOOD
AS
THIS besides doing a large arrfount of exwas greeted with the same green decIN
1869.
SPRING AS
WHEN ONLY ploration work. We are quite satisorations that had been applied on the
JACK RABBITS WERE HERE TO fied with
lower floor, interlaced with strings of
the work being done."
EAT IT.
red incandescent lights, and a forest
of furniture, with nr equal in the
Nathan Rarth is enjoying a visit PAPA DOES NOT SEfcM
In this vas; assortment from his brother, Sol Harth. of St.
southwest.
T9 CARE ABOUT SETTLING
of house furnishings one could find Johns. Ariz. The brothers arrived in
chair the city last nicht from St. Johns,
anything, from a kindergarten
to a $150 leather upholstered settee. covering the distance by buckboard, DOES NOT ANSWER WIRES SENT
Mr. Faber's new s ore would be a in three days. In speaking of the conHIM BY IMPRISONED SON IN
compliment to a city many times the dition of the country which they passTHIS CITY.
size of Albuquerque. When the lights ed through, Mr. Sol Barth said:
Conrad Irwin sent a final appeal to
are turned on tonight, the place will
"1 came to this country in
and
for
present a brilliant scene.
traveled over the same road that we "papa" in St. Louis, this morning,occufinancial aid. Conrad is an
Although Mr Faber received visit- have just driven over. There
pant of the city prison. He bus been
ors all day, at 7 o'clock, this even- nothing to eat the grass then but
in the bastile for several
ing, an orchestra will discourse music
and antelope, and it stood confined
for the reception, and refreshments knee high. The Grama grass stands days, on the charge of theft, prewill be served.
Souvenirs will be just that high now. That's the condi: ferred by L. G. Rosenfieid. the pawn
given each caller.
lion of the grazing country this broker.
Yesterdav, Conrad, whose name unspring, and sheep never looked betrecently, was Miller, by the way,
til
ter."
ALDERMAN GILLtNWATER
caused
James Smith to
The grai-- referred to by Mr. Barth wire theConstable
senior Mr. Irwin in the MisFINED 0N0NE CHARGE is last year's crop of Grama. This souri
town why he wan under arrest,
specie of grass cures in this country
what amount was necessary to
Late yesterday afternoon, after The as it stands, and furnishes excellent rnd
settle the litigation. The amount eviCitizen had gone to press, Justice forage the year following its growth. dently had a bad effect on Mr. Irwin,
Crawford, of precinct 13, rendered his
to answer the message,
J. A .Speer, who came here a few for he failed
decision jn the case of the Territory
late
hour this afternoon no
a
at
md
In
desago,
from the east, is
against Alderman V. H. Gillenwater, months
morning's telegram
response
this
to
carrying concealed a deadly titute circumstances, and should be had put iii an appearance.
for
As the
a
weapon, and the second complaint attended to. At present he has
messages are all being transmitted
for nsing weapon in a threatening room at the residence of Mr. and "COLLECT" to "papa,'' he will, most
Mrs. J. W. Harnett, 1U01 South Secmanner.
probably, wire buck very soon, to at
After all the evidence had been in- ond street, and these cannot afford least cut out the telegraph business.
comtroduced, the attorneys for the alder- to keep the man without some
is waiting, meantime.
man agreed to allow evidence to go pensation. He has been will) Mr. Conrad
as to the carrying of a concealed Harnett for alxwt. five weeks, and has
weapon, and thus the alderman was no means to pay for bis board and COLD NIGHTS PREVAIL
lodging.
fined $'.io and costs for this offense.
IN ZINI MOUNTAINS
On the charge of handling the
YOURS
FOR
THE TAKING-FR- EE
weapon In a threatening manner, the
LUNCH AT THE WHITE ELjus-icdischarged the prisoin r.
AND SNOW FALLS ABOUT EVERY
EPHANT TONIGHT.
SAYS
DAY,
JAMES
OTHER
IN LUMBER
BOYCE ACTIVITY
ST. PATRICK'S DAY
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
INDUSTRY.
THE DAY WE CELEBRATE
FOR .SALE
and rubber tire
James Royce, the well known boiler-makeugy;
city
animal
perfectly
broke.
has returned from a tiii to
SATURDAY
EVENING. MARCH 17,
Will Meats, 415 South Edith street. Ketmr. in the Zuiil mountains, where
p.
M. MUSICAL. ORATORICAL
8
KOK SALE Horse and buggy, cheap, he has been doing some boiler work
AND IRISH CLELBRATION, IRISH
if sold at once.
Perfectly safe for on Hie engines of the Zuni Mountain
MUSIC. IRISH SONGS BY IRISH.1 ladies.
Call
before Wednesday. railroad. Mr Hoyce states that acARTISTS.
Also, separate buggy and harness, tivity in the lumber business mid opforward,
ice box, iron H d anil two stoves. erations are going
J'KCMiHAM.
J. M. Webster. ;I3 South Walter and that. Mr. IVIknap, of the Ameri
I'iatio Solo
Musical Seiiriiou
street..
can Lumber company, is the right
Miss S. Bontright.
Mosler saf. al man in the riht place, working from)
Vocal Solo KOIt SALE A
"Ireland. I Love You,"
a bargain, also a number of good 5 .'clock in the morning until H
Mr. .1. Scotti.
second hand Remington anil Smith o'clock at night.
Hodicuti it
Premier typewriters, cheap. Kam-- "'
"The niglns are ( xceedingly cold up
Itcv. A. M. Mandalari
Ty pewritorium,
corner
of there." said Mr. Hoyce. "the elevaThrough
Once
"The Harp That
Fourth street and Railroad avenue. tion being soiiHtliing oer y.imil feet,
Miss 11.. O'Heron FOR
Tara's Hail
pleasant,
RENT
furnished and it snows about every other day.
Patriotic Addre-- s
, ii, uitl. ..pi,..,..
HI tti
.... liifLilinn
(....
nun
Mi4iii- f,n.;it
ianiiij. 1 understand that work on the big
O.
N.
Matron
Hon.
.
No
healthseckcr-IJ.'! South Fift'a j
government dam in the mountains will
Vocal Solo
t. '
"Croaskccn
street.
be comiiiuiced this spring, although
Mr t
LOST Gentleman's
carved, I didn't
small
al Solo
tiei up as far as he dam on
"Kathleen .Main
purse,
of!
leather
containing htu.i
Shinlek
money, between the depot an. I rail- - my trip."
When asked concerning 'he tough-ties-"iJd Save irel
road Hhops. Return to this offict
n Choir j
and lawlessness of that district.
lnnnucui
Reward.
Mr. II yce responded that he was uni's, r,e.
Admission -- 5c
Itig chicken dinner a' the Columbus der the impression that a man could
V DIN-- I tomorrow
'
find trouble there any time lie looked
REMEMBER
STAU-- :
NER AT THE
for it.
Ai;.iir,ii"-(u-
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-
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house-warmin-
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MYSTERIOUS
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SATURDAY, MARCH

kind.

newspaper

man

GREAT ELLERY
INSPIRED FERULLO

s

r,

l

Setts ob

Wednesday,

FROM

3'

TO

i

Sulist ril e lor
al! the news.

I

nd

f

HOTEL
lb lil

funiihht
Co.

d

Avenue
John

FOR

RENT

Hotel,
M.

.

eomp'etely

Moore

EXPERT CHfcF AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER-- !
CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
DAILY.

GRtATER

BAND

at

21,

n

THAN

iV-

.

fe-

I

ft .a

fit anil

o'clock.
EVER

'V

Many new ideas in fashion,
fabiic are embodied in
our New Spring Stvi.ks and
Samples just received from
New York.

St Matiett

March

Vy

FT?

SHOULD MEET WITH
APPROVAL

3.-.-

:

ELKS' THEATRE

Ladies desiring swell and
gowns-arrequested
to call and get prices.
te

MATINEE AND NIGHT,

n

SATURDAY,

MARCH

17.

Rowland

Madam Gross

Clifford

&

Pbona Black

8

Cold Avenue '
0000XOKX000CCK000
118

e

;

IN SI10KT SLEEVES
WHOLESOME,

AN

i

,

EXCELLENT
on sale

Sen-I-

I

CLEAN,
ING.

March

REFRESH-

to

,

-

A.

at Matron's Thursday

jac,

50c and 25c
sue and 75c

J.

RICHARDS

113'i WEST

PRODUCTION.

15.

Mat'nee
evening

W-'

TELL us ow
do it.
Tell us .how we can supply you a
better quality . cigar for the money
than the well known and well liked
White Lily cigar without loea and.
we'll do it. You know very well tha
we must make some profit or go en
''
of business, but we are content with.
fair margin. Hence the low price
cents for such a fine cigar. $2.00 by
I
he box of fifty.

The Sweetest Story Ever Told

WRINKLES

V'-r--

.

THORNE.

t

The St. Elmo

0 JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

RAILROAD

AVENUl

Finest Wiilskiss

;

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE A NO 0

t 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS

f

'

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD' MAKING,
Is the most important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about this tf
Empress flour ia chosen. It U mo
good and makes such eweet, wbit
and nutritious bread: as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use It 'for that Terj
reason.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

N. T. Armljo Building.

17.

teuuiOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCXX)

SCREEN TIME
here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

Is

The short puffed sleeve continues
ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL
to remain in the height of popularity
and some of its latest variations may OCXXXXXXXOCOOCO(X)OOC)COOO
prove interesting to those who ure
planning spring oiits.
PIONEER BAKERY
hats three half-incSleeve No.
BALLING, Proprietor.
SIMON
tucks at. regular intervuls around the
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
puff; bekiw the puff u cluster of shins WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
formed a cuff, which is finished at its
We desire patronage and we guarlower edge with a smart frill of lace. antee
class baking.
This makes an especially pretty sleeve 207 a. first
Albuquerque.
First Street
for un af einoon dress of silk.
to
Sleeve No. 2 is short
come well above the eliiw and if
preferred may be made w ii h a long
cuff. The distlnguishabl.' feature of
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
the puff is a cluster of pleats, running crosswise of the sin v.
21j'i West Railroad Ave.
The bottom of the puff is finished
Auto Phone, 320.
a
cuff effect, idueil with velvet
with

Wholesale Azent.

114 West Copper Ave.

Souvenirs

shirr. The large p. iff has its
tnlinesK augmented l,y a row of horizontal tucks, each aboir '!ir e inches
in length.
No. 4 makes a prcti;.
Neve for
very rull
cither coai or dress
It
if formed
and is finiehed with a
I'.v rows of shirring ai
t: .t'ltig with
eel (led tucks.

STATEMENT LEDGER

'I

to advantage in

II
largo business. Call
us up an we will show yon.
I'tionc ijk.
Automatic
s

i

I

One of i be best s,.; m Jay free
pliant this
lunches at ihe Whit.evening. All invited.

'.'i

BUILDING),
'
CHINA

Furniture and Crodkery
117 Gold 'Avenue

acenr-a;c- .

tim. and worry. Can
a small

stu-eii-

0O00OOO000 0C00C000400
i
DANGERS OF THE DARK

I

IIOO

-

Telephone the Police
FIREI
Telephone the Fire
Department.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Do tor.

K

HI XI) KM S

OPENING SALE

YOU NEED

Lace Curtains
attractive lot of new Lace
Cur airs at prices you are some-time- s
asked to pay for goods two
or three seasons old. Sale price
75c to $9.00
from

An

Rope Portiers
imi'ly sin ii Isiim. These
iriiinillcs should
ins
every ri ader.
worth
I3T.0
No.
$5.00
..M."1': worth
No. 2
$ii.0l)
?l 11": worth
No.

Value

s

tnoney-s.i-

Iah
Uit
Lor
1

18 GOLD

AVENUE

1

J. W. MASTERS

IIO.MK

The Telephone la a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

BURGLARS!

U.S. Lithgow&Co.

Hilly TayKr, the well M.own bane
ball player of Las VigiIn
the
city today on busine.f-- 'IT. o herdav

SlTliw

COMPANY

Colo',

8

CATHE, DFJAL

BORRADAILE & CO.,

SYSTEM?

It's simple, economical,
!e
as

AUSTRIAN

have you
the advantage of a

Mr. Kftail

tconsidired

--

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVAHADO IhOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB
OLD

"M

SAY
Merchant,

lare

4

xxxocooocooooc

Crown Studio

ri hi ion.
No. S iia-- i one large and one small
puff, the latter hardly l.n m r than a

A

M. BERGER,

1

s

RANT,
P. M.

YOUR EASTER
GOWN

Present
Tin; O'Brien sisters are holding a
THE EMPHATIC SUCCESS,
reception this St. Patrick's Pay, in a
patriotic as well as business-likstyle. It is the opening of the s pring
DORA
millinery season as far as they are
concerned.
Besides a large display
of hats and millinery adornments,
their parlors were decorated with
ropes of green and white crepe paper,
dilating from the edge of a large Jap
anese paiasol, to every part of the Dramatization of Bertha M. Clay's
piace. eclipsing the ceiling. An orFamous Novel.
chestra furnished music to the visiting shoppers during the afternoon.

-

1

J

XXX?XXX)CXCOC)000

ARTISTS-S- S

PRICES
NIGHT lwer Moor. $1;' first three
rows in balcony, 75; balance of balcony. 50c.
MATIN EH Adults,
T.'rt children,

.

Jack-rabbi-

ITALIAN

S3- -

DIN-

i

t

Led by the

NER AT 2EIGERS
RESTAURANT
CANNOT BE EXCELLED. TRY IT
TOMORROW, FROM 12 TO 3 P. M.

NEW

o

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

BAND

Don't forget the free lunch at the
White Elephant this evening.
SUNDAY

c

Mlhert Faber

SPRING MUSICAL FESTIVAL
By the

deep a.nl earnest conversatK n. Outside the sound of the steady tramp.
;rauip of marching
feet
could be
heard; the members of Company (3
drilling in the street, having given
over the armory to the mysterious
meeting. Inside only the animated
whisperings of those present disturbed the stillness of the night.
Shortly after the newspaper man's
appearance, the personnel of those
changed ra pidly. There was
a deal of fluent speech in Spanish,
fronte mysterious whisperings, and as
many nods, in the direction of the
newspaper man, after which, one by
one, the assembled meeters faded silently through
the side door until
finally only the newspaper man. Captain Kuppe of Company G and a pitiful corporal's guard were left.
With mouth agape, ho newspaper
man awaited the n : move in this
very mysterious meet':. Alter a bit
more whispering it ctrre Some gentleman arose and offloluily announced
that the meeting of the "Good Government league" yes, those were his
very words was postponed sine die,
whatever that may mean, until Monday night.
And thus this great secret political
meeting came to an end, with the
newspaper man still wondering what
the game was.

FIFTY-CEN-

AfJD CARPETS

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

24

MATINEE AND NIGHT PERFORMANCE

arrived

upon the scene, the hall contained
about fifty of the
faithful, seateel
atound the hall on benches, all In

THE

RUBS

Elks' Opera House

Ma-te-

a

t

t.

TONIGHTI TONIGHT! TONIGHT1
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE

WHISPERING

In j est relay's Issue of The Evening
Citizen it was
that there would
be a meeting of the Good Government
league in the armory in Elks' hall
last night, whit b was a mistake; in
fact, there was no meeting ef any

When

FIV.

fkoce E. 68

A

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

9

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

oocoooooo ooooooooco
OOOCOOOCvOOCOOOCXDOOOOto

Wootlon

&

Myer,

Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited,
m S. Third St.,
ALBUQUEUQUB . . . . N.

SPRINGS

STAGE LIN

DntJ

Real Estate
AND

JEMEZ HOT

I

Carries the
States mall;
only line with a chtjjKeot stock ea
route; good riBs, horsea and driven;
rig leaves Albuqueriai every Monday
Wednesday and Frlity at 5 a. m. FW
particulars, address iv. B. Trimble
Co., agents, JUbuqueique, N. 11.. or J.
B. BLOCK, IToprietJr. He res. N. i&.

RANKlt ii

co.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE.

LOAJial

M.

Automatic pbone
Room 10, N.

T- -

4S11)

AtdIJo BuUdH

PAGE

'ALttUQUEKQlTK

IX.

yesra of age
the tlnio he landed In
Ireland, and lie labored In his chosen
field for sixty years, dyln at. tho age
.
of 12(1 years. He whs buried at
an
tho remains of Culum
kill and St. livid got acre laid beside

IN HONOR OF
SAINT PATRICK

iKtwn-patrlck-

1

him.
Not only In Albuquerque,

The Green Was Displayed on
Many Proud Breasts
This Day.
KtLIGIOUS OBSERVANCES

but

In

every large city. Irishmen and their
Kyii'pathirers will galliot r mud many
a li'stal board today and toast the
memory of the little green Isle and
Its patron saint and the men who died
for It In the old days that are gone
forever.
Although St. Patrick" Day was primarily a rellirloiiH holiday with the
Irish people, It. lias now come to be
of the Irish,
also the national
without resH'Ct. to religious denominations, and the day Is honored as
Mich by Catholics
and Protestants
alike. So popular ha the saint become lately with all classes In I
that the Catholics will have a
in
good deal to do If they succeed
keeping;
exclusively for themhim
selves.
Religious services were held In the
Catholic churches today In memory of
tho alnt, and whllo there were no
parades or speeches In this city, the
ilay wa nevertheless
well

OF DAY

Tin St. TatrlokV Iay, this ilay, and
tli, isp of Irish birth or extraction in
Albuquerque, the Vnicd States, and,
n (Art, t lie world over, will !' honor
to their patron saint.
With each. succeedlnK ''ai' iho obmore
servance of the day
and tho fame of " saint,
of dlralni.s'hinK. as most
instead
iJimiks do with time, grows morn and
more Intense. The linio has hmg
iince jased w hen the rtmorvanre of
t.ho day was confined to the tnhaiilti
whose fore-fa- t
tis rsof the little Maud. Christianity,
If
he converted
Torture by Savages.
ts in nearly every law city in the "Speaking of the torture to which
17
to
come
has
United States March
some of the avae tribes in the Philholiday, and the ippines subject
le almost a national
ihelr captives, reminds
persons
t
uri'cn Is worn by housands of
me of the Intense suffering I endured
who cannot boant of having Irish for three months from- Inflammation
hi 'o In their veins.
ays W. M. Sherof he kidneys,"
i
A walk down the streets of
man of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
today disclosed the fact that me until t tried Electric Bitters, three
.th "wearers of the- green" wero in bottles of which completely cured nie.'
evidence on every hand. The call for Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
dry disorders and malaria; and restores
Kreen rililions at the different
oo1. stores was unusually hi;avy, and the weak and nervous to robust health"
iiiar.y there were who had. alas,olher Guaranteed by all druggists.
Price
hi:is besides green ribbons and the 60c.
nurocfc, on board.
With the IncreaBinir popularity of
InHsnd's patron saint, cmes much DENVER ELKS DOING
gave
.'irguiiient as to What country
SOME ADVERTISING
birth to St. Patrick, the United States
heing about tho only country not layIN THE HOPES OF BRINGING A
ing claim to this honor.
Almost as many countries' arrogate
BIG CROWD TO THAT CITY DURthe honor of having been the natal
ING THE JULY CONVENTION.
soil of St. Patrick, as made similar
vlaitn with respect t; Homer. Scot
land, England, France and Wales From the Denver Republican.
their claims. Father
The general committee on reunion
each furnish
Kei.i. of Mexico City, after a good deal of Elks, which has "headquarters In
of study on the subject, has arrived the Albany hotel In Denver and is
at the conclusion that St. Patrick was pulling every string that can be reachborn In Gaul, which wa at tho time ed to bring a great crowd to this city
of Ms birth, a part of tho Roman: em for the reunion next July, is doing
tiire. He was therefore, a Koman citl yoe.man service In advertising the
The means employed to maUte
Kun and a patrician, as is easily seen state.
from his name. He "was born aliout the people In different places sit up
'he year 372, and when only sixteen and take notice are many and variyears if age was carried off by ous. One of the latest wrinkles de
piraUs and sold by them into slav- - vised by members of the general com
ery to Ireland, where he was
to secure attention for Denver
4loyed as a swineherd in the inoun-,ithe coining meeting of the Elks,
taiu.-- i of Sleamlsh, 1n the country of was to send tut a long
list of the
Antrim. Here he passed seven years, prizes on large posters, to be hung
during which time he acquired a In conspicuous places by the secre- knowledgo of the Irian, language.; and'taries of the R!ks" lodges In every
made himself acquainted with the sta'e In the Ufcion. These posters
manners, habits and customs of the. seem to have made a hit.
people. Escaping from cantiviry, he
F. P. Bertschy. secretary of the
reached tho continent, of Ru rope, after Elks' general commit' ee in this city
many adventures. After many years received a letter yesterday from Sec.
of study he became a priest and was retary Thomas E. Boucher, of Low- setected by Pop Celestlne to convert ell, Mass.. who has charge of the
the inhabitants of Ireland to the Elks' lulge rooms and club rooms at
After being conse- - that place. Secretary Boucher writes
Christian faith.
crated bishop by the pope he set sail enthusiastically as follows:
"Your posters received last evenfor Ireland, where ho landed on the
evening of Holy Saturday. He was liO ing. Two of them I have placed in
Albu-q'l-niui-

-

e

I

the club and lodge rooms and the third

have placed in a prominent place
near the city hall where It will he
seen by nearly the entire population
lOO.noo people.
of lwell, ntimlM-rlnI am
correspondent
for four daily
papers, ami In loss than nine hours
after receiving your posters
their
contents were printed for all of these
paper: which have a circulation of
nearly MO.non dally. 1 hope other sec
retaries will do as I have done. I
send you by this mail copies of the
liowell morning papers.
The lowell morning papers referred
to contained an Interesting and ad
miring account, of the enterprise of
the Denver committee In sending out
such a list of prles for their reunion.
The prizes aggregate about $13,000
and other prizes are being added to
the list dally, so that a supplementary
list probably will be sent. out. In a
short time, telling of other costly rewards that will lie given to those wuo
take tho trouble to cjntest for prizes.
Senile of the most ingenious schemes
yet devised for advertising Colorado
have,
been planned in preparing
unique prizes for the reunion.
I
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C&icatAa
No dangerous drugs

--

tJ

or alcoholic
concoctions aro taken lnt the stomach when Hyomel Is used. Breathed
through the Inhaler, the balsamic
healing of Hyotnel penetrates to the
most remote cells of the noo and
throat, and thua kills the catarrhal
germs, heals the lrriated mucous membrane and gives complete and permanent cure.
Ilyomel U the simples, most, pleasant and the only guaranteed cure for
catarrh that has been discovered.
Complete outfit, $1.00; extra bottle, GO
cents.
Sor sale by J. H. O Rielly & Co.

C4LED0NIAN SUIT TO
TAKE NATURAL COURSE
COAL COMPANY HAS MADE THE
SANTA FE NO PROPOSITION FOR
COMPROMISE.
Hon. Alex. Bowie, president of the
Caledonian Coal company, operating
in McKlnley county, arriveM this morning from a visit, to El Paso. Mr. Bowie
says no proposition has been made on
the part of the coal company to. compromise the suit against the Santa
Fe for alleged discriminations against
his company and In favor of rival con
cerns, and as far as he knew, the
case would take its natural course In
the courts.
The case Is on the calendar to come
up for trial in the Second district
cenrt next week.
A Scientific Wonder.
The cures that stand to It3 credit
make Hucklen's Arnica Salve a scientific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford,
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case
of piles. It heals the worst burns,
aires, boils, ulcers, cutst, wounds, chilblains and salt rheum. Only 25c at
all drug stores.
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EDUCATORS FINISH
ANNUAL SESSION
Many Important Matters Considto Deered-Tribute

8ATURDAY, MARCH

public Instruction, to outline and enforce a plan for the futur? conduct
of county Institutes for the examination of teachers.
This move Is a
result of the laxity shown by the
Institutes In the pas-- , and the determination to correct the evil.

i

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES

RETURN

Prof. W. J. Tight and Prof. .1. E.
Clark returned to this city last night
after attending the session of the
Territorial Hoard of Education, held
at Santa Fe. The session finished
up all business yesterday afternoon,
and adjourned. The members of the
board

are:

Governor Herbert J. Hagennan. cx- Superintendent
president.;
officio
Hiram Hadley, secretary, and board
members Prof, lather Foster, presi
dent of tho College of Agriculture and
Mechanical Arts, Mesilla Park; Prot.
E. J. Vert, president of tile Normal
University, at Ms Vegas; Prof. C.
M.
Light, president of the Normal
Prof. W. G.
School at Silver City;
Tight, president of the University of
New Mexico,
at Albuquerque, una
Prof. J. E- Clark, superintendent of
the public schools, at Albuquerque.
The morning session was aevotea to
teh adoption ct a course of study
for the public schols. Several addresses were made on tue subject.
The adopted course of Btudy from the
Illinois county schools which was approved at a recent meeting of the
educators while in this city, was ap
proved by the board and adopted for
discussion,
use, after
considerable
pro and con.
Tribute to Deceased Member.
The following resolution on the
death of Peter J. Schneider, which
was drawn up by Prof. Hiram Hadley,
superintendent of public instruction,
on a motion made by Governor Herbert J. Hagormaj, was unanimously
adopted, and ordered spread upon the
minutes. Embossed copies will be
forwarded to the members of tho order of Christian Brothers and the faculty of St. Michael's College:
"Wiiereas, It has pleased Divine
Providence to remove from works to
rewards. Peter J. Schneider, (Brother
Botulph), who hns been. a member of
the Territorial Board of Education
since Its organization, in 1801.
"Therefore, be it resolved, by this
board. That it place on record an expression of its appreciation of the
faithful, conscientious labors of Peter
J. Schneider, during the past flftoen
years, and also an expression of the
great loss it has sustained in being deprived of the companionship of him
who was so gentle, so devoted, so re
fined by nature and Christian culture.
"That the above be placed upon the
records of this board; a copy be furnished for publication; and a certified
copy he forwarded to the president
and faculty of St. Michael's College."
A plan whs formulated by the board
for the examination for five years
and life certificates, which examinations the board may conduct when
teachers make application for the
same.
A resolution was passed, empowering Hiram Hadley, superintendent of
-
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Sloan's
Liniment

Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy in His House.
"We would not bo without Chamber-Iain'Cough Remedy. It Is kept on
hand cbntinually in our home," 6ay
W. W. Kearney, edltcr of the Independent, Iwry City. Mo. That Is
Just what every family ohould
do.
When kept at hand ready for Instant
use, a cold may Ihj checked at the outset and cured In much less time than
nfter It has become settled in the
oystem. This remedy is also without
a ieer for croup in children, and will
prevent the attack when given as soon
as tho child becomes hoarse, Oi even
after the croupy cough appears, which
can f,ny be done when the remedy Is
kept at hand. For sale by all

ten will ever get Into a fight. Then,
when the old r oad has been put In
good xhape to the Mississippi river.
It may be that the price of about
three otho rbattln shlpt will be set
aside to build the road to the Pacific
coast.
s
continuous highway
One
across the continent would be a great
thing. Many a traveler would spend
two or three months going and coming by team, bicycle, automobile, or
otherwise. It would be easy for the
nation to do a thing like this. ,
In 1905 150,000 Americans visited
WORKING HARD FOR
Europe, and for the privilege of going over the first-clas- s
Etiroean
CAUSE OF GOOD ROADS roads, paid over $500,000,010.
first-clas-

WHAT A WELL KNOWN NEWS.
PAPER HAS TO SAY ABOUT IT
Th
National Good Roads association is a powerful force for good, and
its work is accomplishing results In
all parts of the United Slates, says
the Morgantown Chronicle. It Is engaged in many things that will bene
fit, the people.
One of the great
schemes it has In mind and which It
has set about to accomplish, is the
repair and rebuilding of the great national road across Maryland, Pennsylvania, West Virginia. Ohio and
Indiana.
That memorable road wa.s intended
to be one of the highways between
the east and the west, before railroads were built. It was built at
great expense, costing tile federal
government over $7,000,000, and dur
ing the early days was a famous high
way ovtr which thousands traveled
every week. When railroads came
Int- - existence the national road was
neglected, and today it. Is only a skel
eton of what It once was.
It Is proposed to rebuild It, and the
National Good Roads association has
undertaken to have it done by the
government. The length of the roaa
is about 700 miles, and it can be rebuilt for le83 than $7,000,000. That is
alKJtit the cost of one good battle ship,
and we are building lots of them. The
appropriation of that sum to make
this old road across five states would
do as much good as the average bat
tle ship, for not one such ship in

ICILLthe
and

cough

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

rONSUMPTION
OUGHS and
J0LDS
H

9

Prlea

60c 4 $1.00
Frca Trial.

Surest and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT nnd LUNO TEOUB-IES, or MONET BACK.

U

UNIVERSITY

NOTES

President Tight Is spending two or
In Santa Fe on uuiversity
business.

Thursday
afternoon, Walter M.
Taber of Santa Fe, in company with
with his wife, drove down to the
water tank at Estancla, to water a
team he had been driving. Arriving
at the tank, Mr. Taber got out of
the buggy, to unbridle the horses, so
they could drink, leaving Mrs. Taber
In the buggy, holding the lines.
As
saan as Mr. Taber has slipped the
bridle from otie horse, they wheeled
and ran for some distance, throwing
Mrs. Taber out of the buggy.
The Injuries received by her are
quite serious, although no bones were
broken .and so far there are no signs
of internal injury.
She was hurt
about the neck and face as well as
in the back. There was a cut over
one eye, which was sewed up by tho
doctor. It was necessary to take sev
eral stitches. One side of Mrs, Tabor's
jaw was nadiy bruised and so are pans
of her back and hips. She Is resting
easy mis afternoonand the at
tending physician thinks she will recover and that there will be no per
manent injuries from the accident.
MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS,

base ball diamond has been
laid out recently on the campus, Jusr
north of the gymnasium and reservoir.
The team has been practicing
faithfully on the new field in preparation for the game with the Albuquerque Indians this afternoon. It is
hoped that the new suits will arrive
next week.

ESTANCIA

MRS. WALTER M. TABER OF THE
CITY
THROWN FROM BUGGY
AND BADLY INJURED.

three days
A now

AT

OVER

TAILORING
NO. 209 WEST
O. BAM-

AVENUE,
BINI, PROPRIETOR

RAILROAD

My merchant

stairs over No.
nue, where

the

public.

I

tailoring nop Is up209 West Railroad ave-

solicit the patronage of

All work guaranteed

first

class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
perlence In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
"The Mirage" editors are busy with repaired. The specific I use will not
the publication of volume No. 2. Quite Injure the clotb. Ladles' garment
a corps of artists have appeared with also cleaned and walking skirts made
sketches and cartmms of college In- to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
terest. May 1 is the day set for the
appearance of the annual.
A Lively Tussle.
The following contestants have en- with that old enemy of the race, contered for the oratorical contest to stipation, often ends in appendicitis.
take place during
commencement To avoid all serious trouble with stomweek: Kirk Bryan, Hugh Bryan, Al ach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They perfectly regIan Keller and Ralph Tascher.
ulate these organs, without pain or
"Mrs. Ploddings' Nieces" is a play discomfort. 25c at all drug stores,
o
to be given by the Estrelia Literary
Try a Citizen want ad.
society In the near future.
Prof. Crum is hard at work for the
success of the university play, "She
Stoops to Conquer." The fallowing
is

the cast:

Sir Charles Mariows
Young Marlowe
Hustings
Hurdcastle
Tony Lumpkin
Sririgo and Jeremey
Jack Slang
Aminidab
Mat. Muggins
Diggory
James
Mrs. Hardcastle
Miss Hardcastle
Miss Neville

Kirk Bryan
Prof. Crum
Ralph Tascher
E. M. Albright
Joe. Scotti AIWdyft.Remember
the Foil JNfiM
Maguire
Rromo
I Van ah y
2 Days
Albright Cures Cold iaOn Day,
Clancy
on every
Heald
box. 23c
Ilfeld
Miss Hickey
Miss Hall
Miss Nivea

laxative

f.

.wA

Qcinme
Crui

It will no: cost, you a cent to try
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets, and they are excellent for
stomach troubles and constlpatim.
pet a free sample at any drug store

-t

..-

YBU

May Buy or
B ut Things IMllUJSY Come Otis; Wavl
Yott'll Have to, Also!
YOU May Think We Ate
CULM TMMG

WE Know
:

RUNAWAY

v'

Rheumatism

s

ceased Member

SERIOUS

17, 1906.

We Have a

Wait

"GOOD TIHIBMG"

t

,D prTiprYnKpr'

That WE can afford to wait, but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
of the only heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will ex-

clude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000. and
That on this avenue a thirty-fothat the'purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites on
this av.enue.are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
OR ARIZONA.

ot

t

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Company
M. P. S7AMM,

Secretary and Selling Agent

SATURDAY,

MARCH
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EXCHANGES COMMENT

WE ANTICIPATED
YOUR WANTS

THIS
ALDERMAN
HELD UP TO SCORN OF LAW.
. ABIDING
PEOPLE.
THIN-SKINNE-

buying our 1906 stock of
and now have on display a beautiful lint of the celeRefrigerators.
brated BALDWIN
Come early and get your pick and
if we can't tuit you from stock we
will get your order In with our
second shipment.
J.
Both Phones

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 648.)
Department of the Interior, United
Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
States
March 5, 1 !(?.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-name- d
claimant has filed no
tlce of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
Sections It? and 17 of the net of
March 3. 1891 (26 Stats.. S34). as
amended bv the act of February 21
1893 (27 Stats, 470), nml that said
proof will be made before the V. S
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M.. on April 14, 1906, via: P.'lnr
Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25. T. 7 N.,
R. 2 E.. nnd in Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 3
E.. lot 2, Sees. 25 and 2fi. T. 7 N R.
2 E.. and Tract A in lot 3, in Sec. 35,
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract B, lo: 3.
Sec. 35, T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 2,

O.N

"CITY WATER" GILUNWATER

In

From the Lns Vepas Opt If.
Alderman V. H. GilW'nwatcr. of Al
lmqitrque, has thrown himself open
to public culture and Itftal proFocu-tiofor making a thrcntt-ninat
tack upon thp manager of The Evening Citizen. We are not familiar
with the article or ar Irlos In The Citl- rcn which provoked Mr. Olllenwater's
Ire, Inn confidently assort that they
.are not of such h nature ns to justify
H)
p.tn
lilt
newspaper office armed with ft pun.
and apparen lv with murderous intent.
We have a territorial
libel law,
which gives a man recourse If he has
been Improperly attacked by a newspaper. If his feelings have simply
been lacerated by ridicule or criticism
he must smoko It mil In hia ninp and
tRkp hie mfrllrlrtfr HVn ihu' TtroaijliMit
of (he United States, or any other
man who Is of sufficient prominence
to attract newspaper notice. But when
a man takes a gun and starts out to
do business with it. he becomes a
murderer in his heart, and his action
must be condemned by every right
minKing man

n

g

D. EMMONS.

Cor. Coal and Second

M

Sole Agenls for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

CITIZEN.

T.

N.,

PAGE

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

I

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

and Salt Meats,
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Buildiug, Hortn Third Street
All Kinds of Fresh

Thos.

PAINTS,

r.

OILS.

Wholesale Grocers

Kclchcr

VARNISHES ANL
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness, Baddies, Laj
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides ant!
Pelts.
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1882

Fm

2

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

G. RRATT & CO.

R.
E.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
He nnmcg the following witnesses
Jas. Heekin At Co.'s Coffees, Im
to prove his actual continuous adverse
boden's Granite Flour.
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edward F. Otero, of AHinqtierque,
Groceries
N. M.; Sisto Baco y Baca, of AlbuSETQ
THiS CHANGE
querque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placido Salaznr y Hllliboro creamery Butter Bout on
Earth.
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
CURE BARGAINS IN
Free Deliverv.
Any person who desires to pro- Orders Solicited.
214 South second Street.
test against the allowance of said
proof, or who knows of any substanHARNESS
tial reason- - under the laws and reguinsurance;
elations of the Interior
Department
SADDLES
notary PUBLIC.
why such proof should not be allowed
E,
Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
will be given an opportunity at the Room
a
BRIDLES
Auiomauc leiepnone, 174.
time and place to
M
LAP ROBES
the witnesses of said
Why Shoo the Editor?
claimant, and to offer evidence in
From Trinidad Advertiser.
AND ETC.
On Wednesday last, a man by the rehuttal of that submitted by claimname of Glllenwater, called at. the of- ant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
fice of The Evening Citizen, in AlbuRegister.
querque, and announced that he was
We are offering some very s pedal prices on this line of goods
n
i.
pro
to
editor.
there
He
shoot
the
yon
you
buy.
pay
prices
get
to
certainly
before
out
and it will
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
diiced a gun of large dimensions and
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
enormous
caliber,
whipping
it out of
CO.
his pocke with a flourish. , But. the Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. fsnta Fe, N M ,
editor didn't run, which of course
March ?, 1906.
Gillenwater counted on him doing, and
Notice Is hereby p!vii that the folwould have been the natural and the
proper thing for an editor to have lowing named clalnia::i has filed nodone tinder the circumstances, hut on tice of his intention tn make final
the other band he seized a small proof In support of his claim, under
piece of gas pipe and playfully twirl- sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
ed it in front of the enraged man's 3. 1891, (26 Stats.. 854). as amended and supplies and horse-powe- r
pump
of by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 ing outnts.
face, when, to the astonishment
every one, including the editor him- Stats., 470), and that said proof will Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131 '
self, Gillenwater, with his pistol in be made before the United States
The private car. No. 408, of Sup- Mitchell was told.
his hand, fled up the street, like a commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on April 17, 1906, viz., Emlllo Sanchez,
erintendent Etter of the Rio Grande "Yes, that is so," he replied. "A whipped cur.
division, was hitched to the rear of number of them have already gone
Now it wasn't the gas pipe that ior tne small holding claim No. 2072,
morning,
now
and is
to California and others are on their frightened the would-btrain No. 10, this
murderer, but in sections 24 and 25. townshln 7
en route to the Topeka shops, for re- way there."
range 2 east.
shooting
on
he
had
counted
the ed- north,
SupAmong those who are on the const, itor in
pairs. Until Mo. 408 returns,
He Dames the following witnesses
back, and when he found
the
Mudge,
U.
erintendent Etter will have to con- Mr. Mitchell named H.
he couldn't do that, he wouldn't to prove hisoractual continuous adverse
tent himself to riding way cars., like general manager of the Rock Island; that
possession
said tract for twenty
'nim at all.
shoot
C. J. Moore, who is at his home in
any ordinary railroad man.
years next preceding the survey of
reany
one
to
Why
desire
should
general
Santa Barbara; B. S. Cable,
the township, viz:
R. T. McDonald." chief engineer of attorney for the Rock Island, who has move from this world, before his apJuan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-altthe National lines of Mexico, has re- been in California for some time; pointed time, the editor of a newsN.
F. Otero, of Alsigned his position, to take effect the B. 1.. Winchell, president of the sys- paper, is more than we can under- buquerque,M.:N.Edward
M.; Fernlnio Perea, of
person
course,
a
a
if
Of
stand.
has
first, of April, and will return to his tem. There-ar- e
others besides Rock
Peralta, N. M.,
old home in Georgia. McDonald has Island men. President Ripley of the grievance at a newspaper, he ought or Peralta. N. M.and Manuel Alderete,
to have the liberty to trounce the
been connected with the National for Santa Fe is one of them.
Any person who desires to protest
nearly a quarter of a century, and he
"If there is any common purpose in editor and black his eye. but to re- against the allowance of said nroof.
move
of
from
entirely
world
him
this
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not
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of the Interior department, why such
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tread
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time
this
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pointed at the head of it
TO CHICK ALL FREIGHT
M.da of chimola, rlnfored
sibly this thought occurred to Gillen ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
known as fuel agent, whose duty it
of
that submitted by claimant.
with flimnel light, aoft.adcoai
water at the last moment.
is to purchase coal for the entire sys(ort.bla.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
tem. Heretofore, the coal supplies TEXAS RAILROADS CLAIM THEY
Mk. ertrythlnt ala la thla
Register.
tortt.thowi vqmu ar. guaranteud
purchasing
by
the
HAVE
have been handled
LOST $3,000,000 BY SHIP- VIOLATIONS OF DRUG LAW
to giv. entire aai UfaclioD.
o
agent's department. Mr. Fuller, whose
PERS BILLING UNDER WRONG
Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
frlM, S.M
home is at Cripple Creek, Colo., will
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torn Hale Bi
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at
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Itch.
PHARMACY
APPOINTED
TO
A dispatch from Galveston, Texas,
All of these diseases arc attended The Williams
Drug Co.
MAKE
INVESTIGATIONS
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F. L. Murray, a Santa Fe brake-ma- says:
by intense Itching, wnica la almost in
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COMPANIES.
FRONT
was badly injured Wednesday
STORE.
The
railroads are perfecting
stantly relieved by applying Chamber- 117 W. Railroad Ave.
morning, In the Barstow yards, while a plan Texas
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taking
permanent
may
steps
a
cure
against
drug
active
be effected.
caught between the fendefs of two they are entitled to under the schedgists throughout the territory, who has, in fact, cured many cases that
cars, as they came together, crushing ules. They claim
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fractured, und it was feared that he freight
Cleans everything.
He Is the
traffic by shippers billing- high captain B. Ruppe of Albuquerque, druggists.
internally.
injured
was otherwise
gjods under low class rates, and president of the board, and A. J.
Furniture Man. Moving, packHis injuries were given attention by class
ing
and shipping, unpacking and
fraud is on the increase. The riscner, secre;ary, naving been ap
physicians nt Barstow, and he was the
setting up, and is no upstart at
If your neighborhood Is
of checking freight to Bee that pointed to investigate
me matter.
hurried to the Santa Fe hospital at plan
the business. There is no otit is properly classed and charged ac- I he investigation, so far, has show n
Los Angeles on the limited in the cordingly,
herjust Thornton. Bota 'phones.
is kept a secret, but it is that number of druggists of Chaves
afternoon.
d)
737 South Walter Street.
a
known that a $500,000 fund has been and San Juan counties have been vio"See America First," is the title created for the installation and main- lating the law. and action will be
of a new booklet by Major S. K. tenance of the Bystem. it is under- taken against them. These druggists
TOTI A CRADI
Hooper, general passenger agent of stood that seven men will supervise have never complied with the statthe Denver & Rio Grande railroad the work of a large corps of secret utes, but as the committee has been
for
not
In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
why
Dealers
your
which has just appeared from the agents located at various jiolnts over given full power to Investigate and
Grain and Fuel.
press, and will be widely distributed; the slate.
prosecute such cases, thev will un- friends BACK EAST? Fine
line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Idoubtedly be brought Into line. Apart
thus following the suggestion reend Cigars. Place your orders for
The
cently made by the New York Central
jfrom these two counties, the com- Doctors Are Puzzled.
this line with ns.
road. The book ,1s artistically arTbe remarkable recovery of Kenneth niittee has found matters In an
NORTH THIRD STREET.
ranged and finely printed. In addicondition.
of Vaneeboro, Me., is the sub- i""ent
0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOOOO
tion to a number of vignettes, it bears joet of much interest to the medical
Tnls committee has also made an
upon the cover, which Is printed in fraternity and a wide circle of friends. Investigation into the condition of the
Ammrlcmn Block
Crrlllo
gold and red, an emblem especially He savs of his case: "Owine to severe nospiium or ine territory, and has
The Inflammation of
designed by Major Hooper.
them
entirely
found
satisfactory.
the throat and conmoral that the booklet preaches is: gestion of the lungs, three doctors
After adjournment at Santa Fe, on
"See Europe if you will but see Am- gave me up to die, when, as a last re- Tuesday evening, the board met in
erica first," a phrase coined by sort, was induced to try Dr. King's tills city, on Wednesday, hut. no !mni- Major Hooper, that is being widely New Discovery and I am happy to say, ness of importance was transacted
will he'p to net
them
quoted all over the continent. The It saved my life." Cures the worst here.
started Southwen of you
Evening- Citizen, a few days ago, con- coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonslli-tis- ,
As the term of W. C. Port.erfield of
will give us their names
COKE - MILL WOOD
tained an article on this important
and addresses. Write us
weak lungs, hoarseness and la Silver City, who has been a member
subject to tourists.
the
of
board
organization,
since
Its
today.
grippe.
drug
Guaranteed
stores.
all
it
a
a a
KINDLING
will soon expire, there will be a va60c and 11.00. Trial lottle free.
cancy, which will be filled by GovAddress,
WORKED HALF AN
ernor Hagerman. It Is believed that Gen. Colonization Agent of A. T. &
's excise fo
HOUR AND WAS KILLED
knowinK iu lei wanted wilrbe that he Mr. I'orterfield will succeed himself.
S. F. Ry.,
never believes anything he reads in
Still, a soft coal strike will be
GOTH 'PHONES
Railway Exchange, Chicago.
A. M. WILLIAMS FALLS FROM A the papers.
hard enough.
mcexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CAR SHORTLY AFTER HE BEfi

SEVEN"

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Staple and Fancy

I

B. A. SLEYSTER
real estat-

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We nave added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

"cg3"

above-mentioncross-examin-
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A.D. JOHNSON.

THESE ARE

0

CARRIAGE

0

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

EASY TERMS

i

RAILROAD TOPICS

e

I

per(oct-tHlu-

taltor-mad-

i,

and
LOW PRICES 0
,nten'l 1'uylng a vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you do$
a ',0
t urRo you to Duy an expensive vehicre
"c u""
4T i.nave many "good styles
within the range of modest incomes. Top Bug-- 0
RunalKut8 Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of all kinds. e
a,
? Don t stay away because vou are not rlh. rma anA coo .

wf

iA'1,

Albuquerque
Carriage
Got
Corner rirtt
Road.
mnd TJeram

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General BaHding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marqucttt

Just received two carloads

of fine

a

Carriages,

Buggies,

Runabouts

'

e

cross-examin-

and Phaeton.

SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOV.
TAKE A LOOK THROUGH OUR

.

LARGE

n,

J. KORBER

VVa.V4

ALBUQUERQUE.

good enough
for you

COAL
$6.00 Per

Ton

W.H.Hahn&Co

COMES

A SWITCHMAN

& CO.,

NEW

MEXICO.

Standard Keating & Plumbing Co.

7

F

'

THE LONG AND SHORT OF BATHTUB BUYING.
have full sway here. We can supply,
set up und connect any elze of tnb
you noetl from a wee one for baby
to a long fellow for a six footer. Several styles for selection. Price is the
"short" of it with ua. We'll gladry
estimate on tub and Installation, show
you samples and give full Information
and good work.
We. also carry tho finest line of garden hone In the city.

-

j

REPOSITORY.

-

COPVAMIfl

Both 'Phones:
671.

A. E. WALKER,
INSUKAJNCK.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C. Baldrldge's
yard.

M.

Colo, Red 284;

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican-stylego to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
served promptly at any hour of
Prices will he from 25c to 30c
the-nlgb-

M. GRENAD1NO

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

Auto-matl- c,

& CO.

N.PEACH &C0.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Aatomatlo 'phone, EI5. Office, 208
Gold Avenus.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

AT

oo

A special
dispatch to the El Paso
Times, from Alamogordo, dated March
1, says:
A. ,M. Williams, who came to Alamogordo from El Paso yesterday and
went to work
today, labored only
twenty minutes before he sustained
Injuries that resulted in his dea;h
at the El Paso & Southwestern
hospital in this city.
emMr. Williams, who obtained
ployment here as a switchman, by
some means fell fr'm a rapidly moving ear. He was picked up by his associates and taken to the hospital,
lying a few hours later.
His home is in San Marcial, N. M.,
where a widow and children live. The
body will be shipped to San Mutcial.

HES

33:92 is SI miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

C. R. I. P. HEADS
FLOCK TO COAST

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

RAILROAD
DENIALS.
GATHERING IS
MEN BELIEVE
ON SAN DIEGO EXTENSION.

DESPITE

dispa'ch from Kl I'aso. diited
March Ht 1". ;''
"Regardless of denials, railroad men
in this section cannot help Inn lo- of hinli or
helieve that tlie B:tthi-rin1 in California
chils of thi J'""'- imposed coast
hiis some Ii'
Today
nslon.
linn or Sun
ck Islander,
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another
ite for Cali-- f
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.
from llenson t
as signinV-tslan"It is regard
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ant that so in
iruia." Mr.
are heading tt
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iLa Hi EST
o
Tfrc Fxstme Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Be fen Cut-o- ff
of The Atchison, Topeka &. Santa F"e Raifway
HtmL

Of

l.upo

butmed

$16n,0;

restaurants,

nd refideii, e

Fize inxH2 feet, laid out w.th broad 8o and
s.
t
with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and puhllc park and grand old shade trees; publle school honse. eoet-in- s
Commercial club; a population of 1.600 Inhabitants; Invest mercan' e ef.abllshu.ents in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 160 barrels dally; large vtlnery; Uree
aotel.
Belen is the largest shipping poltt for wool. Hour, wheat, wine, beans si,: bay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great
commercial railroad city in the near future cannot he estimated.
str-et-

churches.
etc.

A

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

FE

ROUTE

WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND 80UTH

The lots offered are In the center cf the city, well graded, (msny cf them Improved by ruimatkmi; no
real sod wood yard, drug store, barnes
hop etc, etc
Also a flm-cla- s
modern hotel

aDd or grait-i-.

We Deed a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse. Jeweler, plumbing shop, ylaatag mUl.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

ki
I

DEEDS.

The Helen Town rind
BmrtrniemGnt
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Cnmnni
WM. M.fcBERGER.
m
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mum
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JOHN BECKER, President
"3Ea

dim-rft- w

a.Tf.ga

nru,

.

ar m

tesmm.

Secretary

W
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PAGE

and
the Eastern Addition,
)'. . The
W. Kilgore for
sale! ilso advertised to begin aeain
at 7 o'clock and conthis
are
lots
Hum? until all the
Train No. 2 was eight hours late
the result of bciti heavy and
haJ:ig tmulile with the mail car,
drawbar and rame in on
which lost
the rear ot the train. Inste.nl of on the
.
front, us It lisunUy does.
Mux It. Fitch, general manager for
the Southwestern Lead and Coal
fonmanv owners of property in Hie
Caballo' mountains. Is transacting
in the city, having arrneo
biisliics-from the smith this morning, on the
early train.
,t. K. Clark, superintendent
of the
Albuquerque public schools, returned
last night from Santa Fe, where he
has been attending the meetings of
the board of education of the terri
tory, of which he was recently ap
pointed a member.
Boiert L. -- Icily, the divinity stu
dent, who has been filling the pulpit
at the Baptist church during the absence of the regular pastor, will noon
leave for Chicago, to resume his studof the
ies In the divinity school
Chicago University.
A warranty deed tiled with the pro
bate clerk today, conveys lots 13. 14
and 1"), in block B, mandell business
and residence addition on North
Knurl a street, from Ferdinand Valen
tine and wife to Sarah Jane Smith;
consideration, 2,6W.
The management of the Arcade sa
loon and restaurant reports to the
police that one A. S. Smith, who was
a switchman in the local yards, has
left the city, owing the restaurant
people a large sized board bill. The
police are trying to locale the fel
feet.

Thursday, March 22. 1:30 p. m,
sharp, at 51S Smith Edith street. I
will sell the entire furnishings of a
five room home. Goods
consist In
uart of a'cook sKve, large refrigera
tor, washing machine, kitchen uten
lls. dishes, glasswary, quarter sawed
oak dining table: six leather bottom:
(lining chairs; a $!)() sideloard, four-teen pictures; Axmlnster rug. Brus-- I
sels rug, two Ingrain carpets,
six
small rugs; .Morris chair, three leather
rockers, two mahogany rockers, one
Roman chair; combination bookcase,
dressing case, center tables, commode,
Iron bed.
spring mattress, taburet.i
Jardiniere and other articles too nu
merous to mention.
Goods are in excellent condition and
perfectly sanitary. Insnect. ihem on
Wednesday, before the sale.
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cehts per foot.
A home made door, with trlmmlnita.
for $1.25.
We am mukinir ulndnw arrnna all'
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a sqimre foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped in here
cast,
together
from the
with trimmings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore. $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

pn-nlo-

PERSONAL

,

to-da-y.

)

'H.

DAY AND WEATHER.

V

Rain and snow tonight, and probably
Sunday; warmer
in extreme
east
portion; colder In west portion.

GharactRristics of Our Spring: Shoes

Sunrise, 6:09; set, 6:08; sunshine
lacked one minute of being 12 hours
long; moon rose at 12:51 this morning, and entered on its last quarter
t 6:42 this morning. Day slightly
hazy but very pleasant, althougn
windy. This is the anniversary of St.
Patrick's day, the patron saint of
Ireland, called because of its greenness, "the Emerald Isle." He Is supposed to have been born In 372 and to
have died In 460 A. D.

STYLE

J st.

llnvitiK all the Rnap and latest wrinkles of
shocmnkliiK, they aro Jn.st cnoiiKh aliove the ordinary
run cif shi' to point out their wearers as I'ClnR well
te

ilrej-Ht'l-

2d.

:

,

fit
"

-

'I

l

t uilfor years the different lasts we have
leen iihli to' select 'those that set off the foot to the. best
advantage. We carry enouKti sizes and shapes to fit
moht any foot property.

Ny

carrfpl

-

'

QUALITY

3d.

.

late.

No.

No. 9
No. 7

that

1"

One hour ami

1

late.

PRICE
Any customer will easily see on Inspection

OF TRAINS.

No. 8 Hue at 8:25 p. ni.
No. 4 Two hours and :in minute

The real test that wear revr-ataThe thins on which
depends our succphs. Our shoes rontaln the. Rood kind.
Th sure thlnK.

4th.

ARRIVAL

ln
On

time.
Tiour

nnd

25

minutes
minutes

late.

wo are

offering a generous exchange of value for the prices
asked.
Men' StyliaS Shoes and Oxfords
$2.50 to $4.00
Women's Stylish Shoes and Oxfords
$2.25 to $3.50

Hon. Solomon I.una left yesterday
for a business trip to Sunta Ke.
,W. S. Bo wen was

In

the

city yes-

terday transacting Insurance business.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Connell, of
l,os I.unas, Bre guests at the Alvu-rad'

o.

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

.

purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring tbe
rffiht flavor to all dishes Into vliich
Ihey enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.
Wlien

F. F. TROTTER
i

V

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

Geo. W. Hickox

The

f,"

street.

T.'Y. Maynard

Co.

Hickox-Blayna- rd

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

a,

IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
;THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL
IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.

J'.

"1'

Tfie Arch Front

Sooth Second Street

JUST IN

Ih itnians

Candies

The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. , Chocolates and
the purest of the
.pur,;
i
bon-bon-

J. H. O'RIELLYCQ,

Druggists

Barneit Building

J.

O.

Murphy has gone to Kstancia

que.
All grand

jurors that

have been
summoned will be expected to appear
at the court house at 9 o'clock Monday morning.
C. II. Sporleder of Las Vegas, was
a visitor In the metropolis, yesterday, en route home from Tucson,
Ariz., where he has been on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lyons of this
city are in Mouterey, Mex., where
Mr. Lyons Is looking after some business for the American Lumber
Mrs. I... A. Bond and children, who
have been In the city, the guests of
Br. and Mrs. F. B. Itomero for some
time, re urned this morning to their
home In Eatanria.
II. K. Fox, formerly In the jewelry
business in this city, left last night
for Los Angelen and points In Wash
ington and Oregon, after a visit of
several days in Albuquerque.
W. II. Bendle and K. II. Van Cieve,
of this city, in company with En
gineer McCoy, of the Belen cut-of- f,
have left Albuquerque to accept po
sitions on the east end of the line,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Granis, their son- and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Ueid, and their son, Guy Granis, left
today for Sanborn, S. 1)., after some
months io the city for health rea
sons.
Luther Foster, president of the
Agricultural College at Mesilla Park
was in the city last evening, return
ing from Santa Fe. where ho has
been attending the meeting or the
board of education.
Rev. J. W. McKean . a divine of
Pa., lias arrived In Simta
Fe. and will make that city his head
quarters while doing missionary work
in New Mexico for the American faun- day School Union.
Three car loads of newly made
soldiers, recruited at Jefferson Barracks, near t. louis, passed through
the city last night, en route to the
Presidio, where they will bo assigned to an infantry regiment.
C. M. IJtflt, president, of the Silver
City Normal, was in the city for a
short time last night, en route home
from Santa Fe. where he had been
attending the meeting of tbe board
of education.
E. H. "itickford .manager of the Rio
Mimbres Irrigation company, and in
mining
charge of that company's
properties In the Hillslxiro district, is
in the city from Iake Valley, N. M.,
a guest at the Alvarado.
The. first I :t to Ik? sold at the big
auction this afternoon, in the store
I he
room In
First National bank
building, was a corner lot, 50x142
w

LUMBER

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

MAIL ORDERS l?ROMlTI.;V KILLED

Albupuerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Wat!he&,. Jewelry. Cut Glass, Clucks. Silverware.
your trade nd guarantee A S0.UARE DEAL.

Dlainou&i.

We invite

Subscribe for the Citisen and Get the News
v- -

'

s

i

i Jin

f
--

17, 1908.

--

It is the part of wisdom then to put your faith in
a house of recognized .standing and unchallenged
Such a house can not, as a mere
reputation.
matter of business policy, afford to play its customers false.

indeed.

OUR NAME on clothe is a mark of i which
we're right proud and which we have-kep- t
unsullied through all the storm and stress of competitionit stands for "promises fulfilled" for
"no misrepresentation" for "finest fabrics, best
trimmings, advanced styles, our customer's interests," first, last and all the time.

TERM

SIMON

o

Ufoe

MUSCLE.
i

TREAT WILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.

Qu&if

Now-a-d.iys

--

"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
o

HMegiPEtty

wlten the cry "Quality" is shouted
on every hand by a hundred brazen throats it is
hard to distinguish between the false and the
.
true in clothe.
.

I

for a few day's visit, to look over the
land of the RRtancia valley.
low.
C. T'. Brown, the Socorro inininK
Ed Riehle left today to accompany
man, passed through the city this his wile to Kalamazoo. Mich.
Mrs.
morning, en. route north.
Riehle has been in bad health for
will
the last five or six months, and is
The Oood Government IeaKue
hold a meet ins; at Rwl Men's hall, on taking a change of climate on the
Mr.'
advice of her physicians.
West Gold avenue, Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Haywood or Las Riehle will return in about two
Vegaa, passed through the city, yes- weeks.
Mrs. John B. Berg, daughter of Mrs.
terday, en route home from CaliMariano Otero, and sister. Mrs. Geo.
fornia.
William Bryee, foreman of the Al- W. Harrison, and Fred J. Otero, is
buquerque foundry, and wife, are rev- here from Washington, It. C. and will
eling In the baby smiles of a son, just remain a few weeks. The lady has
ninny mends here, who knew her as
arrived.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McMunus, C08 Miss Dolores Otero, and they will see
North Fourth street, are the proud to it tiiat her stay is very pleasant

possessors of a newly born daughter,
which arrived Thursday night.
J. H. Bearrup, president of the Ulo
Grande Woolen Mills, returned yesterday from a brief business trip to
Texas in the Interest of his mills.
A. marriage
license was Issued this
morning to Maria Ca.ndelarla and
Halario Espinosa, both of Albuquer
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TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
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GENTLEMhM
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Berger, excelOrder your suit now for "Easter."
lent people 'of Albuquerque, are well and be well dressed. You know our
pleased ever reports from their neph- reputation. Best workmanship, latest
ew, Hon. Gtorgo W. Berber, who is styles, and lowest prices.
EiQbteen
one of the recognized orators of Ne hundred new samples to select from.
braska. A few days a?o, at the demo
cratic dollar dinner at Lincoln, Neb., flettleton Tailoring Agency
the gentleman responded to the toast",
114 South Third street.
The Issue in Nebraska, and the Independent, In publishing an account
TICKETS FOUGHT. SOLO;
of the dinner, says that Mr. Berber's
AND EXCHANGED
speech was one of the very best rfthe
evening.
Association Office
Lige Davis, of Anson, Texas, be
Transactions
fore leaving for homo
last night,
Guaranteed
J.
stated that preparations were under
way for bringing a suit for dam ROSENFIELDS.
11S W. R. R. Ave.
ages against the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railroad company for the
death ot J. W. raxton, his brother- who was killed recently by
being struck by the limited train at
while
the Mountain road crossing,
driving across it. Mr. Davis has set"THE
tled up the affairs of the late Mr.
Paxton in this city.
C.
Mr. and Mrs.
Grannls, with
tlnir daughter and son. left this morn
Ing on thi? delayed No. 2 passenger
train for their old home In North Da
kota.
These excellent people were
residents here the past year, and,
while both were in
business Mr.
Gratinis jn the livery business
and
his wife a milliner ihey leave a fine
record behind. The livtry barn con
ducted 'by Mr. Grannls is the prop
erly of C. L. Copeland, cue of the
truest Hoosiers In t'ue city, and the
gentleman is right on the water ques
ATTENTION
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Information has been received in
the city of the suicide of Myer Fos
ter, the originator of the Hoffman
House brand of cigars, near NewHaving bought a piece
York City.
of rubber tubing and ordered the gas
turned on in his summer cottage, after a hearty dinner with friends and
games of cards till 2 o'clock next
morning, he retired to his cottage
attached the tubing to the gas jet and
inhbled the fumes into his lungs,
which resulted in death. Ho left a
memorandum showing that bis wealth
amounted to 41 1.00D. Bad health is
supposed to have been the cause of
the tragedy.
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carry tlie following liranrlH ot
Royal Gloss, French
polishes:
Gloss, Gilt FWse, Sorosis, Elite, Cham
plon, Dandy Kusset and Shinola. Any
of thf.se will not only improve the
looks of your shoes, but will also
tho wear of the leather. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!
U3.llS.U7 South First Street
-- v

401-40- 3

North First Street
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Writ, for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
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The largest stock west of Kansas City.
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avenue.

TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPH ANT.
THE WHITE
HOUSE RESTAU
RANT, 209 FIRST STREET. ENCHI- BAR IN
LADES TODAY.

al

Chicken and dumplings for dinner
i he Columbus tomorrow.

S.VANN&SON
T. OFVANN
S.DOCTOR
PURE DRUGS
OPTICS

f

V

J--

'J

Fine Jewelry

L

Stationery

.

r,TZ.MZrZT,c,ANlMTH:c,rt

Lowney's Candles

Room tO, Whiting Blh.
Appointment

Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.

Mme at Venn' Drug mtore.

MERCHANTS'
LUNCH
AT THE
WHITE ELEPHANT FROM 11 TO 2:3U
DAILY. ALSO FREE LUNCH
SAT-URDA-

Open Evenings This Week

NIGHT.

FOR
THE TAKING-FR- EE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT TONIGHT.
YOU R,S

Our Smart Clothes
for Spring
;

Clii.Ken and dumplings fur Sunday
dinner at the Columbus Hotel,
L'5
J
cents.

r
are marked by
workmanship.
e
They are made from
woolens,
both domestic and imported.
Individually tailored and custom-madStein-- ,
ocf,theyfitwith striking style. Yoursize
meansyourfit. Try on. You need not buy.
high-grad-

e

1

Wast Gold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

E.

POST

&

COMPANY

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Titi.

past-maste-

:

ladles of the Prehytertan church
in: Miirch 'i'--. at
the Womau'tj
will serve lunch
ImildiuK.
ff'nu 11:3H a. ni. un'i! 1:3D p. m for
-- "'
They will also serve lee cream
anil ake during the ufternoon, and
li.iM. ,t(.nty t)f Kood home cooking and
win-.hamiBinsiiam aprons f,)r KaiL..

CO.
McINTOSHSUCCESSORS
HARDWIRE
TO

M

.

TOE GUM. AT RUPPE'S.

PLOWS

HOES
RAKES

HARROWS

CULTIVATORS
ROAD SCRAPERS

PLANT HARDY ROSES,
SHRUBS AND HONEY
S'JCKLES WE HAVE THEM.

WrrkTV-C- :

VINES,

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

IVESf
119

THe FLORIST

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
. Auto Phone, 718.

2W
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IS THE TIME

NOW

0

SPADES
SHOVELS

A

FULL

LINE OF

BUILDERS'

HARDWARE

CARPENTER

S'

TOOLS

corrugated
iron
BARBED WIRE
FENCE

STAPLES

21 5 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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